The use of marijuana by BC students is apparently
much more widespread than the administration presently believes. This is the finding of a Heights survey

Have you seen
an Eagle lately
?

stoned

conducted last week.
The Heights was able to contact two students in
the BC dorms who admitted selling "pot" to friends
in their dorm and who were willing to talk about their
"business." Both felt that drug sales in the dorms
were carried on by a large number of students selling
to small groups of their friends on a "nickel" ($5) and
"dime" ($10) basis. They mentioned two dorms other
than their own in which the sale of pot was flourishing.
One of them said that he sold to three or four people
on a fairly regular basis. In addition he claimed to
have sold a large number of "nickel bags" to curious
individuals.
The other said he sold to about ten people fairly
consistently. "I have about ten people who use it
fairly regularly; instead bf beer."
He would not estimate what percentage of his
(Continued
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BC goes to polls today
in mock vote for mayor
Students here will have a chance to settle the recent dispute over which Boston mayoral candidate BC supports by voting in a mock election today.
Polling booths will be set up in
Lyons Hall between 9 a.m.. and
noon, and in McElroy Commons
from noon until 3 p.m. Only BC
students may vote and identification is required.
'In an interview with The
Heights which appears on page 7
of this issue, candidate Kevin
Ned Holland addresses a meeting of the Law School student body called
to discuss the Dow Chemical incident. Heights' photographer Dave White discusses the problems facFlanagan was ejected from the meeting three times, but snapped this ing Boston and the answers he
picture anyway.
would implement as mayor. In

the interview, White touches on
the issues of urban renewal,
stabilization of Boston's tax rate,
the much-debated city school sys-

tem, and effective use of federal
aid. The editors had hoped to
obtain answers from both candidates, but Mrs. Hicks' campaign
office announced that it was unable to comply with the request.
The results of the Campus
poll

Council-sponsored

will

be

made available to the Boston

Professors, students and recruiters

press

Council

and

outside the
McElroy 116,

posted

office,

5 p.m.
The voters will be broken down
into resident and non-resident
students, and, for Boston area
students.
The results of the poll will inYates. That meeting ended with- clude a breakdown of voting into
out any decision. Another meeting resident and non-resident categorwas scheduled for yesterday, but ies. For Boston areastudents, the
at the time The Heights went to number of votes from each secpress no action had been taken tion of the city will also be tabuby the faculty.
lated.
If past BC straw polls are a
Professors Berney, Fox, and
valid indication of how accurate
Willier then explained to the stu- the forecast-election will be,
dents that they had acted because
Tuesday's real election will only
they felt the moral issue of the
be a repeat of tomorrow.
war was more important than the
A mock ballot
convenience of the few students
In a mock state election last
desiring an interview or even the year at this
time, with 776 sturights of Mr. Yates and those
dents voting, BC predicted the
students. As they spoke, pam- winners for
each state office.
phlets attacking Dow's complicity
Students also accurately forearound

Conflict at Law School
By Steve Snodgrass

to watch and participate in the
opposition
The
last Thursday of ensuing argument. Mr. Yates
members
three
of the Boston Col- finally decided to leave without
interviewing anyone.
lege Law School faculty to

recruitment at the Law School by
Dow Chemical Company, principal manufacturers of napalm,
has developed into a full scale
controversy involving the students,
faculty, and administration and
attracting the attention of the
local television and press.

That night the Board of Governors, the Law School student
government, convened to discuss
what should be done to express
the opinion of the students on the
issue. They decided to call a meeting of the student body for the
following afternoon to consider
two tentative resolutions affirmWhen Mr. Thomas Yates, the ing an open placement policy and
Dow representative, arrived at censuring the three professors.
the Law School, Professors
At that meeting Professor FranL. Bemey, Sanford J. Fox, and

William F. Willier confronted him cis J. Larkin, associate dean of
on the front steps and asked him the Law School, who was out of
not to conduct interviews in the town when the incident occurred,
said that Mr. Yates, as his guest,
building.
had a right to recruit at the Law
When challenged by Mr. Yates School and that the students who
they explained that they acted as wanted to had a right to be interindividuals and did not claim to viewed. Dean Larkin contended
represent either the entire faculty that Professors Berney, Fox, and
or the administration. Mr. Yates Willier had violated those rights
then agreed to leave and made and had "imposed their will on
arrangements to meet at his hotel the majority in the name of diswith the three students who had sent" He emphasized, however,
signed up for interviews.
that his invitation to Dow was
not
intended as an expression of
As Mr. Yates was leaving he
of the war in Vietnam
approval
was met by a group of students
who brought him into the build- or of Dow's involvement in it.
ing. Professors Bemey, Fox, and Dean Larkin then stated that he
Willier saw that he had returned would send Mr. Yates a personal
and again confronted him. A letter of apology and that a faccrowd of perhaps 200 students and ulty meeting Monday would confaculty gathered in the corridor sider whether to reinvite Mr.

(Continued

on Page Thirteen)

cast the outcome of two elec-

H
TAhroeund eights

tions for governor and senator in
other states. Out of 13 races on
the mock ballot, only one, the
California gubernatorial election,
stymied BC's political forecasting.
The highest tally of the straw
vote went to Kevin White, who
received the same honor in the
subsequent real election.

Pro Viet rally
set for Bapst
A rally to "Support U.S.
Troops in Vietnam" will be held
at 2:00 p.m. November 6 on
Bapst lawn The rally, sponsored by the Young Americans
for Freedom, in conjunction with
the Young Democrats and Young
Republicans, will also feature
speeches by Attorney J. Laurence
McCarty, and Lawrence Rawson.
Mr. McCarty, whose topic will

be "The Need for a U.S. Commitment in Vietnam," is a graduate of Holy Cross and the Boston
College Law School. Mr. Rawson, who is a veteran of the war
in Vietnam and a graduate of Boston College, will speak on "Antiwar Demonstrations and the Morale of the Troops in Vietnam.
According to Richard Roth,
chairman of the Young Ameri-

cans for Freedom, the purpose
of the rally is to "demonstrate
to our soldiers that the vast majority of college students and faculty members are in sympathy
with their effort to restore peace
and independence to a small but

valiant people.
NEWS:
This week, we literally have a bunch of garbage Pg. 3 "A secondary purpose will be
to dispel any claim that the noxTry chocolate-flavored Clearasil; it prevents births
Pg. 4 ious demonstration against Dow
Chemical Company represented
EDITORIALS:
the feelings of the majority of the
The significance of the Boston mayoralty race Pg. 8 Boston College community."

....

During the rally, a collection

THE HEIGHTS REVIEW:
will be taken up to help OperaOur cultural supplement this week is better than tion Christmas Start, which will
grafiti.

SPORTS:
Tom Sugrue tells off the "pseudo fans" and defends
Pg. 15
the coach
Pg. 15
Eagles win one in a row

sent gifts to the soldiers fighting
in Vietnam.
The rally would end
before 3:00 classes, and in case
of inclement weather, it will be
in Bapst Auditorium.
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Heights News Briefs
Hall on Kirkland Street in Cam-

Russian Lectures

bridge. Tickets are available at

As part of the Russian Exchange
the Harvard COOP and at the
Exhibit at Campion Hall, the fol- door for $1.00.
lowing lectures are scheduled:
On Nov. 5 at 4:00 p.m.: Fifty
by
Years of Soviet Education
Yuri Fantalov, editor-in-chief, Ramsey Clark, attorney generMoscow. al of the United States, will adSoviet Life Magazine
dress the Harvard Law School
On Nov. 7 at 4:00 p.m.: Soviet
Forum at 4:00 p.m. on Sunday,
National Holiday 50th Anniversary
Nov. 5, in the Lowell Lecture
of the Great October Socialist

Ramsey Clark

?

?

Revolution.
Nov. 8 at 4:00 p.m.: Going
to College in the Soviet Union.
The Exhibit will continue on
campus until Nov. 13. It will be
open every day, except Monday,
from 11:00 a.m. to 4:00 p.m.

FourtenFlicks

On

The Fourteen Flicks Series will
present the movie M directed by
Lang, 1931, with Petter Lorre.
on Nov. 6. Admission is 50 cents,
25 cents with a season subscription.

Theology Lecture
Felix Malmberg,
S.J., of Katholische Theologische
Instituut, Amsterdam, will give
a lecture entitled, The Church:
Some Theological Reflections on
the Dutch Experience. The lecThe

Rev.

ture, presented by the Department of Theology at 8.C., will
be heard in Higgins Hall Auditorium, on Tuesday, Nov. 14, at
8:00 p.m.

Stock Market
The second part of the two-part
lecture series, Principles of Investing in the Stockmarket, will
be given in the Murray Conference Room, on Nov. 6 at 7:30.
Lectures will be delivered by
Merrill Lynch, Pierce, Fenner,
and Smith.

Plunkett Society
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the wicked been documented so
"-n.y. TIMES ? "A
FASCINATING
AND SIGNIFICANT MOVIE EVENT!"-nlwsweiK
"A MASTERPIECE! One of the greatest films
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ARLO GUTHRIE
JORDAN HAa
$4 00 $3 00$ 1 00
Sat.,

Peace Corps

JORDAN HAR

Fri., Dec. 8

DYER BENNET
RICHARDJordan
Hall

Poitier Flick

Sun., Jan. 28

& GARFUNKEL
SIMONSYMPHONY
HAU

Sub Turri

Sat., Feb. 10

JANIS lAN
JORDAN HAU.

Sat., $Aar. 9

YAF

JORDAN HAU

first floor)

has announced interviews for seniors during the coming week.
those corning to BC will
be representatives from General
Dynamics (Nov. 6), U.S. Dept.
of Housing and Urban Development (Nov. 7), Ford Motor Company (Nov. 8), General Electric
Company (Nov. 9), New York
University Law School (Nov. 10),
and Central Intelligence Agency

,

Eve*, o* 8:30: for it-formation write:
FOLKLORE PR'V 'UCTIONS.
1/6 rcHeml W? Boston
J

The BC Placement Office (now

I

NEED BREAD

DISTRIBUTE PSYCHEDELIC
POSTERS, ETC.
Write to the James Joyce
Co. Ltd., 74 Bay St., San
Francisco, Calif. 94109.

(Nov. 20).

EXPERT TYPIHG

?

IBM Electric

Fist, accurate, intelligent editing, good, background French,
Italian, German. Will pick up
and deliver if necessary.

MRS. ANNETTE SLOCOMBE
862-1676 evenings

J*
Ss

|*

Store) open every evening a! CAMBRIDGE
(Horvord Square,
21 B.oMIe S'icel
CHESTNUT HILL [Route 9. opponle R H.
Sieorn,| WELIESLEY
ICentet Street, near College Got*-.)

I

NARCISO YEPES

Job Interviews
located in Alumni Hall,

Dec. 2

PATRICK SKY

teria and the Eagle's Nest from
Nov. 6-10.
Informational pamphlets, appliThe Commuters' Council will cations, and other related literapresent "A Raisin in the Sun" ture
will be distributed.
with Sidney Poitier as part of its
current film series. Show times
on Thursday, Nov. 9, are 12 noon,
Anyone who has paid a deposit
in Murray Conference Room, McElroy, and 7:30 p.m. in Campion for a 1967 yearbook, should stop
down at McElroy 101, the Sub
8.
Turri Office, to pick his book
and to complete payment.
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Sat., Nov. 11

The A&S Tutorial Program is per cent of the student
body parin immediate need of tutors in ticipated in the elections.
the fields of mathematics, chemistry, and physics. Applications
and information may be obtained
The Peace Corps will have an
in the Guidance Office, Gasson
booth in Lyons Cafeinformation
114.

Bailey's delicious candies!
Bailey's delicious sandwiches!
The Bailey's Sundae!

(V

?' -!:s*

JOAN BAEZ

i HaveToil Ever Had A i
! Baileys Kiss? I

([U

grotesque
whimpering

>

BACK BAY THEATER
$5 00-$4 50-$3 50-$2 50

One of the Senate spokesmen
estimated that more than fifty

The Young Americans for FreeThe Blessed Oliver Plunkett So- dom will sponsor a lecture at
ciety will have its first meeting of 7:00 p.m. Nov. Bth, in Murray
the year on Nov. 9, in the Brett Conference Room by Dr. William
Conference room at 4:15. Mem- Martin, dtairman of the Philosbers will be signed up at this ophy department at the Univermeeting.
sity of Rhode Island. His topic
will be, "Is a Catholic-Communist
Dialogue Possible?" Admission is
MidE
le arth
free and open to all.
The Middle Earth will present a
film Tiger Bay, directed by J. Lee
'71 Elections
Thompson, with John Mills and
7.
Buchholz,
1960,
Horzt
on Nov.
The results of the elections for
The coffee house will host a meet- the class of 71 have been tabuing of the International Club on lated. The newly elected are:
Nov. 8 which will be open to all. President, John La Mattina;
On Nov. 9, Rabbi David Niemann, Vice-President, Russell Connerassistant professor of Theology, ing; Secretary, James Brady;
will present his lecture, "The war Treasurer, Francis LaTorre.
in the Middle East." All the above
events will take place at 7:30.
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Saul Levitt
A KINNEY CHARM

HEW TOBKS MOST EXCITING

Nov. 2, 3, 4

Students

8:00 P.M.
Gen. Admission

$.75

$1.25

THE
POSTER
GALLERY

40 Brattle Si.. Cambridge. Mass.
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Allston buildings deteriorate

Students: cause

of slums?

By JACK FOLEY

64,282 people live in the Allston-Brighton area, a section of Boston closest to
the BC campus. According to the 1960 census, 99% of these residents are white,
middle class workers. Statistically speaking, Allston should not have a problem with
slums.

But Allston is bordered by four
major universities: Boston College, Boston University, Harvard,
and MIT. And in the last five
years, students from these universities have decided in increasing numbers that dormitory life
is not for them, and have moved
to the many apartment houses in
the Allston-Brighton area.
Since this greatt influx of stUr
dents began, the condition of the
apartments in which they live has
been steadily deteriorating. Some
of these apartments could even
properly be called slums at the
present time.
Some civic leaders in the area
place the blame entirely on the
students
Wienberg,

themselves.
state

Norman

representative

Allston-Brighton,
said,
from
"We're not particularly happy
about the student influx. It's making things miserable. The community is deteriorating. The students are the only ones who are
causing it." Weinberg added,
"The students should conform to
what is required of them by the
rest of the community."
The Allston-Brighton Area Planning Action Council (APAC) and
the Allston Civic Association under the leadership of Joseph
Smith, liaison to Action for Boston
Community Development (ABCD),
has been seeking solutions to the
slum problems created by the
many students moving into the

area.

used by landlords as overcharging, overcrowding, and failure to
maintain standard maintenance
practices. Smith said that he realized that "the students have to
let off some steam. But they
should let it off in another direction. If they pay this rent, they
should demand something for it
or not pay it."
"The student tenants should organize. They have to use pressure
with community support.

They

should tell the landlords that they
are going to bring their health
standards up to date, and, in return, they should demand average

garbage left uncollected or strewn
about. In one apartment, the ceiling had fallen in while a student
was studying.
Harold Loew, Director of Brokerage for Harvard Associates, one
of the leading rental agencies for
student apartments, gave the
landlord's side of the story: "Most
of our apartments have resident
janitors. Once a student is in an
apartment, it is his palace. He is
free to do whatever he wants to
do unless we have complaints.
Rarely will you find more than
four students in an apartment.
The rents are higher because taxes are higher. We charge the
same rent for the same apartment
regardless of whether we rent it
to a family or to students. But
we do have some apartments that
we won't let students in because
of the other tenants. The maintenance for a student's apartment
is also much higher because of
the amount of damage students

rent rates and proper maintenance. They should draw up a
list of demands for the landlord.
If finally the landlords fail to comply with their tenants' demands,
the students should resort to rent
strikes and rent delays."
Smith said that he would be interested in starting a student tenants' association if enough students Were interested. Smith's of- cause."
fice is at 141 Harvard Avenue in (Ed. note: This is the second arAllston.
ticle in a series on the student inA tour of student apartments flux into the AUston-Brighton
in the area uncovered the usual Area. Next week, in the third and
complaints: leaky water pipes, last article of the series, Foley
plaster falling off the walls, rats will examine the problem from
and cockroaches, and trash and the students' viewpoint)

Peace Corps reps come
in search of volunteers

Next week the Peace Corps, one
of the few government agencies
that hasn't recently been protested, picketed, sat-in upon or resisted, will be recruiting at BC, as
part of Peace Corps Week.
The primary aim of the Peace
Corps recruiters during their
"week"here will be, of course, to
get people to join. There will be
four recruiters in separate booths
in Lyons from 8:30 to 11:00 and
in McElroy from 11:00 until 4:00.

tude Exam will be administered
to all those interested. (The General Aptitude Test, usually given
to Peace Corps applicants, is
waived for college students if they
take the Language Test on their

Mr. Smith said, "Too many of
the students that have moved in
have discouraging health habits,
especially in the areas of rubbish
disposal, garbage disposal, and a
campuses.)
general disconcern for the people
around them. They don't have the The recruiting team that will bo
general maintenance habits that here next week is headed by
every tenant automatically must George Coakley, a BC graduate
(A&S, '65) who served in the
have."
Adding that many landlords are Peace Carps in Africa. The recruitoften "remiss" to improve the ers are return volunteers from
conditions in student apartments, Ghana, Nigeria, EISa 1 v a d or,
Smith said that "the deteriora- and the Philippines. They will also
tion of the apartments stems from give lectures to classes or school
the fact that the students demand organizations desiring them. The
nothing from the landlords as far Corpsmen will also show three
as maintenance is concerned. Be- films depicting conditions in Brazcause of disinterest, they don't il, Kenya and Morocco. The times
register the destruction with the and place for the movies as well
landlords so that in many in- as for the Language Aptitude
stances it can't be remedied." Exams will be posted later.
Smith said that the biggest probIn addition to the lectures, dislem is that the "students have no cussions and films, the Peace
pride, no concern, and no inter- Corps recruiters have mentioned
est."
the possibility of a debate between
But Smith does not lay all the themselves and Vista Volunteers
blame on the students: "The oth- on service abroad vs. service at
er big factor is that the real home, and a forum on African Inestate managers are out for a volvement. This forum, if it can
fast buck and they see it in the be scheduled, will cover the quesstudent population. The landlord tion of whether or not America
considers it maintenance-freerent. should become involved with the
The only type of people they could emerging nations of Africa and
do this with would be transients will include the Peace Corps' Dilike the students."
rector of African Affairs and seSmith cited some of the tactics lected members of the BC faculty.

McElroy 105 welcomes any and all
compulsive joiners. And for those

?independence?
By PETER CROWLEY
News Staff

CORM, at last Tuesday's meeting, tabled the proposals of Shaw
House and O'Connell Hall to establish their own independent governmental structures.

The discussion of the two motions was suspended until the next
meeting of CORM on Tuesday,
November 5, in order to allow
the newly-elected freshmen time
to familiarize themselves and
their constituents with the issues
involved.
The Shaw House proposal asks
that the University make Shaw
a "University House," in which
all authority from the university
is centered in the housemaster, or
prefect. If the university finds it
necessary to replace the housemaster, the proposal asks that the
residents of Shaw have a say in
the selection of his replacement.
The O'Connell proposal is in the
form of a constitution providing
for the election (by the residents
of O'Connell) of officers to administer the affairs of the house.
These officers would be responsible only to the O'Connell Housemaster and the administration of
B.C. The O'Connell constitution
also calls for a resident voice in
the choice of any replacement of
the Housemaster.
Both proposals were submitted
with the intention that they be set
up as experimental programs.
John Golenski, a resident of
Shaw House speaking in favor of
the plans, stated that only in instances where the affairs of the
residents as a whole were involved, or where any problems
between Shaw House and any other dorm arose, would CORM be

of you who couldn't care less about
your fellow man, the Heights office
called in.
is just around the corner.

Debaters qualify for finals
Within the past two weeks, the semi-finals at Boston University.
Boston College Debating Society A 4-3 decision in the final round
has qualified for the final series
of elimination rounds in three varsity tournaments. During the
same period the freshmen won a
novice meet.
Mark Killenbeck and Pat Dobel
debated at the University of Detroit, where they won all of their
preliminary rounds and qualified
for the quarter-finals.
The same weekend Dave White
and Charlie Brown qualified for
the elimination rounds at Brandeis University. B.C. took four
rounds before being ousted by
Harvard.
The loss to the Crimson was
the following
duly revenged
weekend as John Davis and Bob
Riehs defeated Harvard in the

by Jack Foley

Dorms propose

.

The Peace Corps Language Apti-

Joseph Smith

Photo

Rubbish and trash piles up in back of student apartment building. This
particular pile of garbage has been collecting for more than a week
without being picked up.

gavo B.C. second place. In qualifying for the final rounds at 8.U.,
this team was assisted by Tom
Goodman and Mr. George Ginther, S.J. This pair lost only one
debate in qualifying for the eliminations. Since no school was permitted to send more than two men
into the final rounds, B.C. was
forced to drop one team from
competition.
The freshmen debaters took
first place in the novice division
of the B.U. tournament. Homer
Ries and Bob Kiggins, on the
negative, won every debate, while
the affirmative team of Harry
Prebensen and Mark Shanahan
dropped a single round.

He compared the relation of
CORM to that of
a state to a confederacy. He further stated that he hoped thajt
Shaw House would serve as a
Shaw House to

model to other dorms in establishing independent governmental
structures.
As of early this week, the details of the Shaw proposal had
not yet been thoroughly worked
out with CORM. Golenski is trying to set up a weekend meeting
with the parties involved in order
to resolve whatever differences
remain between them.

Finacesshort
in
studentaid

The Financial Aids Office and
some 220 students have more or
less successfully weathered a financial squeeze.
A shortage of loan funds, caused
paradoxically by an increase in
federal grant money, put the Aids
Office in the unfortunate position
of having to cut back on or simply
not award many loans and grants.
The law requires that universities match federal grant money
dollar for dollar. The money originally earmarked for loans was
used by the school in matching,
the government's grant increase.
Mr. John E. Madigan, director
of financial aid, and his staff
worked closely with the students,
treating each according to his
"need and eligibility." "In a few
cases outside resources were advised. However, of the students
seriously affected, 165 either received aid of some sort from the
university or were given extension on university bills.
The format of aid-awarding was
informal. As funds became available to the Aids Office in the
form of graduate loan payments,
they were rechanneled to the
undergrads. Mr. Madigan considers these students good credit
risks since they are, in general,
upperclassmen with a sizeable
two or three year college investment.
This is the second time in as
many years that Boston College
has suffered from insufficient aid
funds. While assistance depends
on such imponderables as the

size and

type

of

government

aid,

Mr. Madigan feels that the
squeeze is likely to continue for
at least the rest of this year.
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Rahnersaygatheist

Last Sunday night in Bapst Auditorium
Fr. Karl Rahner, S.J.,
doctor's
nerves
getting
on the
because thekids are
By MIMI HIRSCH, Associate Editor
spoke to a capacity audience on
jeltreatments,
creams,
ineffective
long,
with
the
A University of Pennsylvania dermatologist,
the "Relation of Atheismt o ImDr. Albert M. Kligman, has, after five years of lies, and other skin goop," he said. "So the doctor plicit Christianity." Although he
face
your
says
any
'don't
eat
chocolate
and
wash
research, hit upon one definative cure for acne.
reads English he did not feel
And in this time of change and scientific marvels and get out of here.' The physician is really beat- that his grasp of the language
out
of
kids
because
he
doesn't
know
ing
hell
these
it may come as little surprise to learn that this
was sufficient to deliver a lecture,
miraculous redemption has come through the what to do either."
and so after reading the opening
$50,000
a
reKligman
just
has
received
Dr.
much maligned "Pill."
sentence he was relieved at the
Dr. Kligman found that the massive doses of search grant from the chocolate manufacturers to
podium
by his interpreter, Fr.
absolutely
laboratory
no
study the idea. "There's
estrogen in the Pill stopped the secretion of sebacWilliam Dych.
blemishes,"
evidence
that
chocolate
causes
skin
eous oil, the substance which clogs pores and
The lecture was not so much an
causes blackheads. In his test first with prisoner he said.
attempt to reconcile atheism and
volunteers and subsequently with students, in
All of this may lead to a rather interesting Christianity in themselves but
which he administered oral contraceptives at the dilemma. Is beauty only skin deep? And what rather to show, with explicit refrate of twenty pills per month, he achieved a about the truth-is-beauty element? will pimples erence to
the tradition of the
100% complete cure rate after two or three months. soon become a sign of virtue, or will this simply Catholic Church on salvation by
There was, however, inevitably, one rub. All make it a lot easier to explain parentally discov- faith and the documents of the
the men who participated in the experiment be- ered pill cases? As with most things, time will tell. Vatican Council, in what sense an
Another note
gan to lose their
atheist can be considered .within
of interest
beards and their
the saving influence of Christian
interest in sex.
The National faith.
Catholic ReportMen have larger
His thesis was that a man could
sebaceous glands
er passes on an be an explicit atheist or could
item borrowed subscribe to any other conceptual
and the Pill femfrom II Giorno,
inizes them. Only
form of non-Christianity and siMilan, about an multaneously be an theist and a
small doses were
Argentine citizen
administered at
Christian by virtue of what is
the clinic, Dr.
in Milan who implied in his actions.
went to the hosKligman said,
This second level is what Fr.
pital to have a
easing fears of
Rahner called the level of transpainful corn rethe many male
cendental openness to God. He
students who anmoved from his
sweredadvertiseleft foot. Fearing more pain,
ments in the
school newshe requested an
anesthetic, but
paper last year
Photo by Ed Amento when St was adwhich offered
But what happens if you eat the Clearasil?
ministered the
free acne treatpatient's
ment.
heart
In another experiment Kligman tried to proStopped. Frantic doctors immediately operated and
duce acne by giving male hormones to female conducted a heart massage to revive the patient.
patients. "Unfortunately it didn't give them acne,
The massage was successful but the patient
but it did produce "lustiness," Dr. Kligman said. had been given such an overdose of oxygen that
"Male hormones were the closest things to aphromore surgery was required to reduce a stomach
desiacs; but they had a self-negating effect. The swelling. Then as the patient was being returned
girls became hairier and less attractive." And the to the recovery ward the elevator jammed, so that
physician became an object of deeper affection
he had to be placed on a stretcher for removal.
But as a cure for acne, the Pill worked wonders During this maneuver one of the stretcher-bearers
with women. "We had an ethical obligation to tell slipped and the patient crashed to the floor, breakthe women what it was we were giving them,"
ing an arm and a collar-bone.
the doctor said. "We had to say, 'look, we can
At this point
not surprisingly
the patient
cure your acne but we're going to have to give
began gasping for air, and was rushed back to
you contraceptives to do it." Apparently none of
the operating room for his third operation of the
the girls coming to the clinic objected, and the day a tracheotomy.
cure was so remarkable that it became possible
In all the confusion the doctors forgot about his
to discern who was taking the Pill by the relative corn.
condition of the women's complexions.
The only alternative cure which seems to work
KARL RAHNER
on men is the administration of derivatives of
Photo by Dave Flanagan
vitamin A. "We're pretty excited about that," Dr.
said as a corrolary to his main
The Heights
Kligman said. "Acne is a malevolent disease of
argument that a person could be
simply
adolescence. We
have to find a way to stop
backs the pill, opposes
a Christian on the conceptual levsebaceous secretion. Every year thousands of kids
el and be an atheist on the transare afflicted with these lesions."
acne, and thinks
cendental level.
And there is hope. Dr. Kligman is trying to
Fr. Rahner returned to the
reverse a prejudice of two thousand years with his
stage to answer written questions
Clearasil tastes lousy.
new theory that chocolate does not cause acne.
after the reading of his lecture.
"I think that almost every physician in the country
These questions ranged' from the
is punishing these kids, making them miserable

b?cCeharistnanf
in act?
ion on birth control. In response
to this last question he said "I
am not a moral theologian
But I do hope that the Pope will
agree in his pronouncement with
the majority of the birth control
commission." The majority's position is that it is permissable
for Catholics to use certain devices.
On Monday Fr. Rahner met
with theology majors and those
who had taken the A&S Junior
Honors Seminar on his work last
year. He spent an hour in discussion with them before return-
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Fr. Robert Hoey, S.J., university chaplain, is now working out
of his new office, opposite the
Bookstore, which was formerly
occupied by the PlacementOffice.
His work will be to inform the
students of the spiritual programs
available, and to aid those who
ask assistance. "I'm not here to
dictate to students, but, rather,
to follow the example of Christ,
as He presented His doctrine to
the people, for them to decide if
they will accept it or not," describes his approach to his job.
Group discussions of belief and
social involvement will be encouraged by him. Fr. Hoey believes
that the problems of students
emerge more freely in these. His
ground rule for discussion is

"look, you say what you think,
and give me that freedom." Retreats will be held for those who
request them.

Fr. Vincent McDonnell, S.J.,
and Fr. Edmond Bayerghi, S.J.,
now serving their Tertianships,
will assist Fr. Hoey until Dec. 9.
Fr. McDonnell comes from a
long tradition of Jesuits. His three
brothers were all Jesuits and his
uncle was once Dean of Philosophy at Weston College.
Fr. Bayerghi arrived at BC ten
days ago and has been in the
United States just four months.
He comes from Egypt, and the
Jesuit College dc la Saint Famille in Cairo.
For those interested in the liturgy, Fr. Bayerghi will celebrate
the Mass in the Coptic Rite tomorrow midnight, in Cheverus
Lounge. The Coptic Rite, practiced in Southern Egypt and Abyssinia, offers more participation to
.topic of his lecture to his opin- the laity than the Roman Rite.
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Ap
nti-war rotestors
block recruiting attempts
Collegiate Press Service

WASHINGTON (OPS)
Students on seven campuses made it
a rough week for recruiters from
the armed services and from other organizations connected with
the military.
Their sit-ins and other protests
are almost over now, but the
promise of disciplinary action
against protestors on most of the
campuses may provide the next
source of controversy.
Dow Chemical Company recruiters, catalysts for the massive
protest at the University of Wisconsin last week, figured in three
of this week's sit-ins; that at Harvard and those at the Universities
of Illinois and Minnesota.
Other targets for the demonstrations were the Navy recruiter at
Oberlin College, in Ohio; the CIA
recruiter at the University of Colorado; a center for classified research at Princeton University;
and a conference of defense contractors in Detroit, Mich.
On three campuses?Princeton,
Oberlin, and Wayne State in Detroit?police were brought in from
outside to deal with the students.
Although it was the appearance of
city police on the University of
Wisconsin campus that brought
thousands of otherwise uncom?

mitted students into the protest
there, the police did not have the
same effect this week.
On one campus?Ulionis?the
protestors achieved their immediate goal. After 200 of them sat-in
in the doorway and corridor outside the office where Dow was
recruiting, the aclministration cancelled the company's recruiting
program there. According to a
university spokesman, the action
was taken "to avoid possible) bodily injury and destruction of property."
In the Detroit protest, there was

a brief outbreak of violence on

Wednesday. The students, returning for a second day to protest
against the Fourth Annual Defense and Government Conference

which businessmen heard Arand Air Force officers tell
them "how to keep your share of
the defense business") tried to
enter the building where the conference was being held from the
rear.
They scuffled with police there,
and with some businessmen attending the conference. One demonstrator was arrested, bringing
the total number of arrests for
the two days to 14.
The best organized protest was
the one at Oberlin College, where
(in
my

students knew well beforehand
what day the Navy recruiter was
to arrive. Some of them drove out
to the edge of town Thursday to
meet him and escort him to the
campus. There more than 100 students surrounded his car and
trapped him inside for about four
hours.
He was finally freed when local
police and firemen drove the demonstrators away with tear gas and
water sprayed from fire hoses.
At the University of Colorado,
30 students blocked the entrance
to the placement center where a
CIA agent was recruiting. Their
protest came close to breaking into a fist-fight with about 50 students who said they wanted to get
in to see the recruiter, but the
campus police and a faculty member calmed the two groups.
The protestors, most of them
members of SDS, had earliertried
to get the CIA recruiter to leave
voluntarily.

One of the protestors explained
why his group had chosen to use
civil disobedience; "Because we
feel dishonesty, secrecy, and totalitarian tactics have nothing to
contribute to the educational enterprise, we are protesting their
use of our campus- facilities."

?Black only? groups
increasing in colleges
all my life. There's a sense of fraternity that pervades the entire
The rannecting link between group, you know, the realization
much in comBU's Omoja. Harvard's 'Associr that you have so
ation of African and Afro-Ameri- mon with other black student,
things you can't share with whites.
can Students, (AAAAS) Columbia's all Negro fraternities, and Its just a beautiful feeling."
the City College of New York's Juxtaposed to this view of the
all-Negro Only Society is the social benefits, is the actual formprinciple of black only member- ulation of goals and ideals of the
groups. BU's Omoja claims to
ship.
to "1) get more black peoexist
separatism
The trend of
as
ple
into
the University, 2) estabfirst practiced by SNCC and to a
degree by CORE is now spreading lish more University scholarships
for Afro-Americans, 3) bring more
to the college campus.
4) get
The irony of the situation is black professors here, and
proportionate
a
more
representabrought home when one realizes
that just two short years ago con- tions of black students in Student
troversy raged across the nation Congress." Columbia's Students'
concerning the discrimination Afro-American Society, according
charges against Sigma Chi, and to Time (Oct. 6, '67) "published a
other predominantly white fra- journal, is pushing quietly for
more Negro faculty appointments,
ternities.
more black art, music literature,
Today, the reversed situation
and history courses."
finds Harvard's AAAAS politely
The concept of self-determinaasking white members of its aution
comes into play and appears
diences at lectures to leave and
to
be
a motivating force behind
Omoja
dismissing
attempts
BU's
groups. Rutgers University's
the
at even discussion of coalitions
all-Negro fraternities came into
with white activist groups.
The reasons given for the trend being to give its members a determination of their own social
are social and political.
life, as opposed to "compromising"
Constance Hilliard, '71 of Radcliffe, stated in the Oct. 29 edition with white, members on activities.
of the Harvard CWmson, "I went BU's Ed Coaxum, President of
Omoja, stated it clearly: "The
to Afro meetings and found so
many talented black people, the concept of coalition is interesting,
kind of people that I hadn't met
(Continued on Page Thirteen)
By Hilliard Pouncey
News Staff

KevinWhite:

?Respond? to the people

Kevin White:

(The Heights' editors intended to present a list
of questions on the mayoral campaign with answers
from both of the candidates. Unfortunately, only
Kevin White was able to comply with the request.
Mrs. Hicks, through her campaign manager, John T.
Day, had agreed to answer the questions, but later
reneged because of lack of time.)

some answers, some promises

Question: Mr. White, if there is, as many people
claim, an "urban crisis" facing Boston today, what
factors have contributed to it, and what must be done
to compensate for these factors?
Answer: There is, indeed, an "urban crisis" facing
Boston today arising from the unwillingness or inability
of the City to respond adequately to the needs of its
citizens. In every area they feel angry and alienated
because the streets are not repaired, parks are not
maintained, school buildings have not been built. Ihe
new administration must show the people that it. is
dealing with these problems and many others. But
more important, it must demonstrate to the people that
it seeks out their views and responds to them. For this
reason, I have committed myself to the establishment
of a Neighborhood Services Department with local
offices throughout the city where citizens can be heard
and Obtain action on their complaints.
Question: Can a recurrence of last summer's Roxbury riot be prevented? What specific measures must
be taken to insure that it is prevented? Should the city
government accept responsibility for this uprising?
Answer: A recurrence of last summer's Roxbury
riot must be prevented. As soon as I am elected Mayor,
I shall work with the leaders of the Roxbury community and the police to develop an approach to trouble
before it occurs. The city government need not accept
responsibility for last summer's uprising, but it must
address itself to the conditions of housing, unemployment, and poverty which breed frustration and anger
throughout the City and which burst forth in last sum>
mej-'s violence in Roxbury.
Question: Should any specific alterations be made
in the Boston school system? If so, what ones? Is the
concept of the neighborhood school essential to better
education?

Answer: The Mayor only has limited powers with
respect to the Boston schools, but it is his responsibility
to see that new schools are built. This I shall do.
Our teachers and students must now work and
study in conditions which no one would tolerate in his

own home. Charlestown High School and Boston English are in danger, threatened with loss of their accreditation because of inadequate facilities. This situation
is disgraceful and must be remedied.
Good schools are essential to better education
whether they draw from one neighborhood or city-Avide.
I have said repeatedly that I will not allow involuntary
busing.

Question: Is a lower Boston tax rate possible soon?
If so, what sources of revenue would have to be
tapped? Must the state and/or surrounding cities give
financial aid to Boston?
Answer: A lower Boston tax rate is not likely. It
is essential, however, that the tax rate be stabilized
for the sake of the homeowners, rent payers, and businessmen. In a lengthy position paper, I have outlined a
program which would provide us with an additional
$25,000,000 in new revenues and savings. It requires
that the state and surrounding communities increase
their financial aid to Boston.
Question: Are the basic premises of "urban
renewal" valid? Has urban renewal been conducted
properly in Boston in the past? If not, in what way
should it be conducted?
Answer: The basic premises of "urban renewal,"
in my judgment, are the transformation of our city
into a fit place for people to grow, live, work, and
play. We have shown in our progress downtown that
we can produce an investment of hundreds of millions
of dollars in new buildings and facilities. We must now
turn our attention to the rehabilitation of public services and private property in our neighborhoods. In
doing so, we must work closely with and listen to the
desires and objectives of the people who live there.
Question: Have federal funds been spent effectively
in Boston in the past? If not, in what ways should these
funds be utilized? To what degree should the decision
as to how the funds are spent be left to the city?
Answer: Boston could not survive today were it not
for the vast amounts of federal funds which it receives.
We have not, however, taken maximum advantage of

Louise Day Hicks:
too busy to bother

the funds available under such programs as Medicare,
Recreation and Air Pollution. Every source now available will be tapped during my administration.
But Boston, along with other great cities in the
country, cannot catoh up with its problems without
substantially more federal assistance than is now
available. Whether these funds come with strings attached or in the form of block grants is not the issue.
Rather we must obtain enough to enable us to deal
with our urban problems;.
Question: Has the large federal expenditure on the
Vietnam war at all hampered the development of
Boston? If so, in what ways? Is the war a relevant
issue for the Mayor of Boston to address himself (herselif) to?

Answer: Of course the large federal expenditure m
Vietnam has hampered the development of Boston. The
country is spending every two weeks an amount equivalent to the total annual budget of this City. The federal
government will not spend on our cities enough money
to eradicate poverty, to assure employment of all ablebodied persons, to assist us in providing good schools,
adequate housing and proper services for all our citizens
until the war is over.
The international policy of the United States cannot
be decided by the Mayor of Boston. But Our City's
needs must be presented as urgently to the federal
government as any demandsabroad.
Question: Has the city government been attentive
to the needs of all sections of the city? If not, what
specific areas have been neglected and in whafrways?
Answer: The city government has not been sufficiently attentive to the needs of any section of the
City. All need better law enforcement, more frequent
street repairs and cleaning, new schools, better housing and recreation programs.
I come back again to the establishment of a Neighborhood Services Department in order to allow citizens
to participate in the development of these improvements
and to see that they get done.
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Striking farm workers
make appeal to students
By JOHN STRAUCHON, News Staff

The United Farm Workers Organizing Committee (UFWOC) of the AFL-CIO
has created the longest picket line in history. It stretches from the grape arbors of
San Joaquin Valley, California to the train and dock yards of Montreal, Canada. The
picket line has now come to Boston.
Last Wednesday Marcos Munos,
a soft-spoken Mexican-American
farm worker, addressed Boston
College students about the strike.
After showing a short film (The
Birth of a Union), produced for
National Educational Television,
which told of the conditions of
the workers in the fields, the
early days of the union and the
progress of the strike, Munos
talked with interested students
about several aspects of the
strike and asked for help in manning the Boston sector of the picket line.
Munos was a worker in the Giumarra vineyards who joined the
union in 1965. When the strike
began he and the other workers
found themselves isolated from
welfare services by the action of
the growlers.
His pregnant wife became very
ill and she lost her child when
adequate treatment was withheld
from her. Munos pledged to make
the building of the union his life's
work. He is now working for the
union, travelling from campus to
campus in the greater Boston
area recruiting students to man
the picket lines before the Stop
and- Shop supermarkets in the
area. This supermarket chain is
selling grapes from the Giumarra
vineyards.
The great strike began in 1965

when Cesar Chavez started organizing workers into a union. As
organization grew, he declared a
general strike (la Huelga), against
all the grape growers in the San
Joaquin Valley. Since his union,
with its limited resources, could
not fight all of the growers at
once, it concentrated on one grower at a time.
The wages of the pickers range
between $1,25 and $1.40 per hour.
Women and children are employ-

Ed on a piecework basis and are tive bargaining sessions and repaid betweeri 10c and 40c.per box fused to meet with the union unof grapes picked They usually ider .any circumstances. (The unpick less than three boxes an ion was and is unable to file
hour.
i
unfair labor practice charges on
The workers laborwithout work- these matters because agriculture
man's compensation, old age ben- enjoys a special exemption from
efits, sick leave, overtime, ade- federal labor laws.)
quate educational facilities for
When Governor Reagan astheir children and without either sumed office, he vowed to break
sanitary living or working condi- the strike. He allowed the use of
tions. They are required to work state prisoners as strikebreakers
ten hours a day six days a week to labor in the fields and allowed
in temperatures exceeding 100 de- "wetbacks".or "braceros" to be
grees. At one Giumarra camp, brought in from Mexico in defithere is no drinking water within ance of federal law.
half a mile and no field toilets. The strikers found themselves
Every night a fertilizer plant red-baited, cut off from welfare
across the road lays a blanket of and even from treatment at counchoking ammonia gas over the ty hospitals. Isolated picketers
camp.
sometimes ended up hurting (four
Farm workers are employed far- were severely beaten and two are
only seven months a year and still in the hospital) or arrested
must depend on inadequate wel- on trumped-up charges.
fare facilities and whatever funds The towns surorunding Delano
they have saved from the working were combed for deadbeats on
season to sustain them for the Skid Rows that could be used to
other five months of the year.
break the strike. Scabs were
In addition, they realized that brought in from as far away as
the automation and mechanization Texas and Mexico. Most scabs
that is being introduced into agri- questioned by the strikers said
culture would leave their children they were not aware of the strike
without jobs because of the lack until they arrived at the vineof adequate training in the schools yards. By then, they were far
for the skills necessary to run the from home, penniless and faced
machines. So they struck.
with the choice of work or starve.
The strikers soon ran into trou- Despite this, many went over to
ble. The growers organized and the picket lines. ,
imported toughs with guns and
To recruit laborers for their ordogs. Police in Delano, the center chards, some growers "lent"
of the early strike, were on the whole labor gangs to the actively
side of the growers. (The captain struck growers. Governor Reagan
of police in Delano is a partner put a bill before the California
in a labor contracting firm that_-legislature to extend the school
supplies cheap labor for the vacations so that the students who
farms.) There were instances re- were working in the fields could
ported of police brutality. Gover- continue there and thus weaken
nor Brown ignored the strikers.
the strike.
The growers dismissed the atThe strikers organized a 350
tempts of the California state con- mile march from Delano to Sacciliation service to set up collec- ramento which took 25 days. The

'

Photo by Dave Flanagan

Marcos Munos

take on the largest, most firmly the fields to cut down on the numentrenched and most violently re- ber of workers and to generally
harvest. But since the
actionary grower, Giumarra Vine- slow the
farms are so huge, it is impossiyards Corp.
ble to interdict them entirely.
Giumarra owns over nineteen Therefore the' union has adopted
square miles of land spread over the tactic of boycotting
the conseventy-five miles area of the San sumer outlets for the grapes.
Joaquin Valley. Each year it ships The union has asked all of the
over 2,000 railroad cars of grapes distributors and all the supermaralone (it raises a variety of other kets selling Giumarra grapes not
crops) throughout the United to buy the grapes. In front of
States. It also reaps cash from those supermarkets thatt refuse,
oil-depletion allowances on leased the union tries to put up picket
wells on its property.
lines asking consumers not to buy
The federal government subsi- the grapes. Marcos Munos is askdizes Giumarra to the tune of ing for this help in Boston now.
$250,000 a year for not growing Interested students are asked to
cotton (Congressional Record, contact the sodality for information.
June 19, 1967).
Giumarra is the king who must
fall for the strike to be success-ful. Not only is it the largest of
the growers, but through its interest in the Bank of America it
has in its pocket all of the smaller growers who have borrowed
money from the bank. These
growers are unable to deal with
the union because of the threat
Test yourself...
of foreclosure, a threat that Giumarra has shown itself willing to What do you see in the ink blots?
execute (cf. Giumarra vs. Yoshikawa, a small grower owning 5
acres, Los Angeles Superior Court

Swingline

#685752).

In each of these strikes within
march generated publicity much a
strike, there are two essential
needed by the strikers. The num- phases of action. The first is esber of university students helping tablishing a picket line around
the strikers continued to grow.
Lawyers volunteered their services to aid the pickets who had
been arrested on trumped-up
charges and to help carry the different struggles the union was
Coed
Boston YMCA
waging in the courts. Money
started to come in from sympathetic people and organizations.
Clergy started to appear on the
picket lines (causing a decrease
in violence wrought on the other
pickets).
(Chem., Bio.. Zool. Majors)
Most important, the publicity
Investigate the opportunities at
helped to make the boycott of the
Hartford Hospital. In addition
struck growers' grapes at the to excellent salaries, we offer a
liberal benefit program including
stores bitingly effective. First Di100% tuition refund policy.
Giorgio Vineyards, then Perelli(which
Minetti and Schenley Corp.
also puts out several well-known
brands of liquor) conceded and
signed contracts.
The strikers were now ready to
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The photograph above shows
a scene from the play "Noah
and the Flood," one of the four
performed by the Cycle Players. "Noah," along with "The
Fall of Man," "Cain and
Abel," and "Abraham and Isaac" appeared at noon at Fulton and at 1:00 p.m. near the
lower entrance of McElroy, on
the sward.
The Cycle Players is a new
dramatic group that attempts
to create the medieval plays
as they were performed by the
guidsmen of Europe. To do
this, they use a high degree
of improvisation, open-air performances, musics

ment, and a lack of props.
A. J. Antoon, a Jesuit scholastic, acts as producer director, manager and actor. Other

members of the company are
drawn from both Boston College and Weston.
Future plans have not been
formally determined, but the
players have speculated on appearances at Harvard Yard,
the Dedham House of Correction, and several local ecclesiastical sites.

A return to B.C. in the
spring, with an expanded repertoire, including some plays
from the New Testament, is in
accompani- the works.
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to be cracking down. The other
agreed that it is difficult to get
pot wholesale now and added that
periods of increased enforcement
of the law are fairly cyclical,
even predictable.
Both "pushers" felt that if they
were caught they would be dealt
A resident in one of the dorms with more severely by the school
in which pot-smoking was ru- authorities than by the state narmored to be in heavy use esti- cotics agents. "The state authormated that 10% of all the stu- ities," one of them said, "crack
dents in his dorm used it.
down on only the big sellers, the
The use of pot seems to focus distributors. But I guess Fr. Hanon the underclass dorms. People rahan would probably throw us
in the senior dorms, for instance, out of school if he found out
seem completely unaware of any about us."
pot smoking or selling in their Meanwhile, Fr. Edward Hanra(Continued from Page One)
particular dorm used pot since
he considered himself to be selling to only a small fraction of
the buying populace. "It's hard
to get a good estimate," he said,
"because nobody handles it on a
large scale."

dorms.
According to one of the sellers,
very little pot is actually smoked
in the dorm area. According to
him, "Most of the people who
buy from me take it out to an
apartment to smoke it. A lot of
the selling takes place in dorm
rooms but not much smoking.
Most of the steady users have
their own apartments."
Asked where he got his marijuana, one mentioned Beacon
Hill. "Drugs are hard to get now
because the state authorities seem

Fr. Hanrahan felt that mari- dorms. There are too many
juana had to be eliminated in the people around, prone to emotiondorms because it could easily al upheaval during their college
fall into the hands of those careers."
whom he felt were mentally unFr. Hanrahan also said that he
stable students who might pro- had not recently conducted any
gress to more drastic forms of special investigation on pot in the
drug use. "I don't think," he dorms. Nor did the sellers seem
said, "that any such student (a to think that he was being pardrug seller should live in the ticularly surveillant.

... And in Vietnam .

Psychedelically-induced euphoria is no exclusive property of BC's
upper campus. At least, not according to an article appearing
in The New York Times on Oct.

major offense.
clothing of dead and wounded
Brig. Gen. Harley Moore, Jr. of G.l.'s flown from the battlefields.
Honolulu said that there might be The plant from which marijuseveral thousand servicemen who ana is taken grows readily in alturn on at same time during their most all of Viet Nam and much is
tours of duty in Southeast Asia. shipped in from areas controlled
He also admitted that pot had by the Viet Cong. Marijuana is
been found on sentries, on M.P.'s one of the biggest cash crops in
and inside the Longbinh stockade Viet Nam.
where many convicted marijuana
It is assumed that the V.C. are
users are now serving sentences. selling it indirectly to American
According to The Times, there troops. It is also suspected that
have also been persistent reports some of the revenue from these
that grass is being found m the sales go to support the N.L.F.

han, S.J., dean of students, said 25.
that he has no evidence of pot The Times reported that the
smoking or selling ml the dorms. fragrant scent of the burning mar"I certainly would not tolerate ijuana plant is becoming increasthis if I found it going on."
ingly popular among American
troops in Viet Nam.
what
speculate
He would not
on
So far this year 524 US servwould be the penalty for a student caught smoking or selling icemen in Viet Nam have been
pot on campus. These students arrested for smoking marijuana.
would first have to appear before This figure compares with 239
the university disciplinary board. soldiers arrested for the same ofHe did say that he would prob- fense last year. According to the
BC may be turned on to turnThe occasion will be a sympoably recommend a one semester Army provost marshall for the
suspension as a possible penalty Pacific, more men are arrested ing on in Bapst Auditorium next sium on marijuana sponsored by
for marijuana traffic cm campus. for turning an than for any other Wednesday.
the BeUarmine Law Academy at
8 p.m. on Nov. 8.
Featured speakers will include
Joe Oteri, Boston's "pot lawyer,"
Dr. Nicholas Malleson, a psychiatrist from the University of London and Dr. Lester Grenspoon of
the Harvard Medical School and
the Massachusetts Mental Health
Center.
The symposium is free and open
to the public.

... And

Law School profs
present both sides
of Dow issue

Prof. Smith

The sellers hoped that Fr. Hanrahan would take the same permissive view on pot that he was
taking on the use of alcohol by
underage residents, although he
might come out against it strongly in writing. Apparently Fr.
Hanrahan is not planning to oblige
them.

at Bapst
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Prof. Berney

The 'panty raid' at Newton
College on Halloween by part of
the BC resident comunity flopped
as the raiders were met by police,

Fr. Hanrahan, and rocks, rather
than lace.
By JAMES W. SMITH
By ARTHUR L. BERNEY, Prof. Of Constitutional Law,
A group of approximately 50
Professor, Law Of Torts
SANFORD J. FOX, Prof. Of Commercial Law,
enterprising students planned to
WILLIAM F. WILLIER, Prof. Of Commercial Law
assemble on the nearby women's
The problem with fundamental rights is that they so often arise
Two of us learned of the visit of a Dow representative approxi- college grounds at midnight and
in a context which surface-wise borders on the trivial. The tendency
campus,
mately thirty-six hours before it was scheduled. The other learned strew toilet paper on the
is to measure the importance of a particular right solely by the
to
enter
the
dorms.
ideally
of it shortly before the representative arrived. There was rumor that or
magnitude of the harm which will probably result if that right is
rudely
were
they
However,
denied. Thus the standard procedure for one who would attempt to students planned a protest demonstration. Our inclination was to
the campus by
justify the denial of basic rights is to minimize the apparent harm
join the protest if it developed. One of us, concerned that it might greeted inside
get out of hand, suggested to law school administrators that if this about a dozen policemen and the
to the victims.
I.D. collecting Fr. Hanrahan,
Such was the strategy that nurtured the horrendous "separate were in prospect, the representative should be invited to speak at Dean of Students.
a forum of the entire school that morning to explain his company's
but equal" doctrine. A man's rights do not become unimportant position producing
The Halloween stunt was pubin
napalm. It was decided to wait and see what
simply because their deprivation results merely in some inconvenilicized in Kostka Hall, and the
happened.
leader of the affair passed out
ence rather than in death or imprisonment.
By 10:45 the next morning nothing had developed and we were
flyers to round up students. Enertwo
rights
parties
by
The
of
were violated
the incident which
about to print placards at the front of the building when a man getic sophomores
from all dorms
took place at the Boston College
arrived in a taxi. We ascertained
flocked to the affair with an air
Law School. Mr. Yates from the
that he was from Dow and then of camaraderie. No great trouble
The two articles presented here were solicited by The Heights
Dow Chemical Company had been as representative
politely
asked him not to conduct was expected.
statements of the opposing sides of the argument
invited by the proper authority which sprang up last Thursday over the appearance of a recruiter interviews in the building. We Fr. Hanrahan, however, was
from Dow Chemical Co. at the Law School. Profs. Smith, Berney,
of the school to discuss employexplained that we spoke strictly confiscating I.D's, and the police
Fox, and Willier were among the principal participants in the im- for ourselves as three members were not taking the event lightly.
ment opportunities with the stuOne student complained of being
dents on the premises. Several promptu debate.
of the faculty. We could not speak
pummelled by policemen. Fr.
The question of whether or not a university should permit milistudents had arranged for intertary or war-related industry recruiters on campus in Light of U.S. for the associate dean who had Hanrahan saw the students inviews with Mr. Yates.
policy in Vietnam is now being debated by universities throughout invited him but who was out of volved on Thursday.
Therefore, cm the appointed day the country. The editors present this discussion because they feel town at the time. He agreed to In retrospect, the raid was a
Mr. Yates and these students had that the issue discussed lat week at the Law School must soon
be conduct his interviews elsewhere flop, but the unscathed particithe right to meet at the law faced by the university as a whole.
and we made arrangements for pants enjoyed it immensely. Stoschool for the purpose of discusthe three students who had signed ries ran rampant of run-ins with
sing employment possibilities.
up to contact him at his hotel. the authorities, and in general
Whether or not this right may be categorized as involving freedom We retired to our offices, assuming that the man was departing. A it was considered a prank of no
of speech or the right to peaceful assembly is not the critical point.
short time later he appeared at the faculty corridor in 'the company great import. There was a feelBoth Mr. Yates and the students were lawfully on the premises of a group of students who had brought him into the building.
ing of accomplishment in the
for a lawful purpose. Such purpose could be frustrated only by a
This simple act which seemed plain to each of us has, to our dorm immediately after the farce
lawful authority and only when the carrying out of such a purpose consternation, proved a most difficult thing for many of our col- was acted out, but a certain wariwould directly and immediately affect in a more significant manner leagues and students to comprehend and accept.
ness of future fiascos was more
the rights of others.
Our motives were quite clear, a deep sense of guilt over our obvious. There was no doubt that
This purpose was frustrated, but not by lawful authority and country's involvement in the Vietnam war and, more specifically, the objectives were not accomnot because the proposed meeting of Mr. Yates and the students was our wholly immoral and inhumane use of a deadly napalm which plished, and the threat of discidirectly and immediately affecting the rights of others. It was has resulted in the death and mutilation of countless women and plinary
action looms large.
frustrated because three professors believed that they could and children required, we felt, some immediate and affirmative expres- Though the event may not be reshould impose their personal conscience on the conduct of others, sion.
peated, it will not be forgotten,
(Continued on Page Eleven)
(Continued on page Eleven)
either. Panty power is pretty
potent.
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Just Like '64
Heights memo to: white
middle-class college students,
liberal faculty members, progressive Jesuits, and other
readers of Newsweek, the Saturday Evening Post and the
Boston Globe:
The worst of times may yet become
the best of times.
We face during the next five days two
monumental tests of the progressive attitude, not only of our university, but of
our entire city as well. Yet both these
tests we can win.
First of all we can win by having a
large turnout at today's mock election,
and thereby redeeming the liberal image
which our university so unjustly lost two
weeks ago when it was made to appear to
the public at large that Boston College
endorsed Mrs. Louise Day Hicks for
Mayor.
Such an action on the part of so small
a group was completely opposed to the
three key liberal concepts here at BC:
compromise, consensus, and community.
A large vote today will show much better
than this cheap publicity seeking on the
part of the Young Democrats, where Boston College's true sentiments lie. (Incidentally, just so that the public at large
gets the point, we're making sure the
press knows the election results.)
But our far more serious test is next

PVQUC

Tuesday. Mrs. Hicks has conducted a
campaign characterized by the worst
strains in a political tradition we should
have long outgrown. Playing on a program of glib solutions to complex problems, and keying her campaign to appeal
to a sly form of racism, Mrs. Hicks election would be a repudiation of all the liberal, enlightened strides our New Boston has made these past years.
Yes, there is much that needs to be
done. Housing, employment and education are still daily problems for some segments to our population, but one has only
to gaze on the timeless beauty of the government center and the new city hall to
see these problems in their true perspective.
Now, howeVer, is the moment for decisive action. It is our true liberal duty to
put aside party differences?much as we
did in 1964, when we prevented a war
monger from becoming President and
elected instead Lyndon Johnson. It is our
duty to compromise, to form a consensus
of community support for the altogether
Honorable Kevin H. (for Harmless)
White.
Heights memo: to the black
community in Boston It might
almost be better to elect
Louise. You know where she
stands, but with Whitey you
can never be quite sure.

SCHOOLS (
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including Herbei
leading theoretic

any speaker that SDS might sponsor?
Yet three law professors argued against
letting him on campus, because they believed that doing so would imply complicity with an immoral war being waged
with the help of Dow's products.
The danger in barring someone from
a university campus is as real in one instance as in another regardless of the
rationale behind the action. No one has
the right to judgeanother person's worthiness in regard to his possible appearance
on campus.
An open recruiting policy which would
allow any firm or group to interview students on campus is as essential to a true
university atmosphere as an open speakers' policy.
?

The Dorms Go Up
in Smoke
Despite thefact that the pleas for the
legalization of marijuana are becoming
more than trite, a hard look at the pot
situation at BC is long overdue.
The article appearing on Page One
should not come as a shock to a large
portion of the Boston College community.
Turning on, both in the dorms and in offcampus apartments has become more and
more widespread over the past three
years. The ten per cent figure alluded to
by one of the sellers interviewed even
seems somewhat conservative.
Nor is it surprising that the trend
toward turning on has reached the
Heights. College students all over the
country have been discovering of late
that grass offers a much better high than
alcohol, that there are no unpleasant
aftereffects, that there is no danger of
addiction nor any impairment of one's
health. (Even the head of the Food and
Drug Administration admitted last week
thai he would rather have his children
smoke marijuana than drink.)
The arguments have all been made
public in the recent court fight waged by
Boston lawyer Joseph Oteri, and yet it is
still not surprising that the laws have not
been changed. After all the cigarette and
drug lobbies are powerful forces in Washington and many legislators see no sense

in adding another intoxicant to the already overburdened market.
But this is a fight that will be waged
over the next few years in courts and in
Congress. In the meantime, people all
over the country, including many at Boston College, will continue to smoke pot
and risk the heavy penalties.
But the threat of long prison terms is
enough of a pain without the additional
harassment offered by college administrators. It seems to us that the guardians
of the intellectual establishment might
more wisely spend their time increasing
the deficient social atmosphere of the
dorms.
The continuation of the administration's traditional paternalism can best be
categorized as repugnant. If students
want to turn on and risk the legal penalties, that's their right at a university. It
seems more than ridiculous for Boston
College to hold the threat of suspension
over the heads of its students and to entangle this school in a legal battle that is
currently being waged on both the federal
and local levels. It is also ridiculous for
this university to threaten its students
with more stringent penalties for one
drug (marijuana) than for another more
harmful (alcohol).
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equally unfounded charges that

I would like to make
comments about an editorial in
the October 20 issue and about
The Heights in general.
In an editorial concerning the
Dorm Council and the parietal is-

a few

.

sue it was stated that the maturity and responsibility was "th c

element essentially ignored by
the Council.
." This assertion

couldn't be further from the
truth. Ever since the inception of
the parietal program CORM has
emphasized that the whole success of the program did, in fact,
hinge on the personal responsibility of the dorm students.
The Heights then went on to
make the more malicious, but

ctheJoin lub

CORM is a "mickey-mouse, unrepresentative body" and that
CORM is motivated by political
expediency. In taking a cursory
glance at the various student
organizations on campus, it does
not take long to see that the
Council of Resident Men, and
particularly the Executive Committee, is the most energetic,
dedicated, and hardworking of
them all. And they can boast
many concrete, successful results of this hard work especially during the past year.
To me this editorial is just
symptomatic of the ever-growing
disorientation and disreputable
journalism of The Heights. The,
Heights' discrimination between
what are the major issues and
what are the minor ones often
staggers the imagination. Again
let us take an example from the

To the Editor:
Let me begin by thanking you October 20 issue. We find on page
and your staff for your help in three, along with other interestinforming the BC community of ing articles (ROTC Enlistment

the formationof the Star of David
Club. I was very pleased with the
initial interest shown by the student body at our first meeting
on Oct. 25, and sufficient interest was aroused to form a club.
We are now in the process of
submitting our constitution to the
Campus Council.
I would like to cordially invite
those students who attended our
initial coffee hour and any
others who were unable to attend
to please come to our meeting
Nov. 8. This will be our first
official meeting and we hope to
have elections of officers and collection of dues. This meeting will
be held in Fulton 100 at 4:15 p.m.
If I may infringe, I can think of
no better media through which to
thank the many people who have
so freely donated their time and
interest to our formation.
Norman Cohen
CBA '68

an article on the Russian
educational exhibit.
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San
Francisco
a recent article ofm the
Donohue, S.J., assailed recent graduates of
Santa Clara who protested a "Christian-Marxist
last week
response was in reply to a series of phone
s ts to c camPus that followed the three day
conference, several speakers
r Humanism."
At the
,
,
J
the noted American Communist party s
'? suggested *« possibility of a Christian-Marxist
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suggestion that brought strong protests.
Father Donohue, "Birchism and its multiple
destructive of human freedom than the crudest
Father Donohue went on to say, "It is undeniable
s section of our alumni and friends think and
university be a controlled experiment utterly
vorld of reality."
not a P^31161 spu"
h*ool the world, Father
tune *me university proposes a program
or Positions different from or hostile to other
the vocal minority raises an elephantine hue.
' of ideas themselves, they can't distinguish beespousal."
your concern for the future of Catholic education,
~ find, this story of particular interest.
would
at s° me efforts are being made among raemechelons of the Jesuit communities to stimulate

....

The BC circus
attempted foundation of a local
Yay 8.C.!, the circus has re- S.D.S. chapter. To those who do
turned to the campus! Aren't we not know what the letters stand
for, I erase one possibility from
proud of ourselves?
Well the students of Boston Col- your mind, no not simple dense
lege left little time in demonstrat- students. It seemed that every
ing to the public that we have not good university shouldn't be withlost our bright and shining animal- out its local chapter, so if we are
ism as well as childhood maturity. a university, hell, why don't we

To the Editor:

What else could be drawn from
the performance which was provided for us by a select few in
the name of B.C. this past Tuesday.

have one?
Okay, so we get one to the dismay of our protective Campus
Council, the overseers of campus

activity.

Poor

representatives,

'"*

,

_

To the Editor,

.

Progesipriest

I

so we finally get our local S.D.S.
chapter. Yippee fellas we love
you, come on campus, no one can
keep you off, we are a university.
The year couldn't have been
complete without the appearance
of Bill Baird; after all, he's fighting for freedom and liberty from
archaic rules and we're a university administration. Showed them
what?
Oh well, another school year
brings new faces, new ideas, more
pleas and increasingly idiotic situations. After all, weren't we just

four individuals deemed her a fitting grandmother for the university. Okay so whether she wins or
loses she still bakes us cookies
and gives us a glass of milk.
Milk?
But hold on, what's this, the
S.D.S. has come to the forefront.
What are they shouting, "Get off
our campus!" Can this be true?
Is this Boston College? Heavens I
must be dreaming, will someone
please pinch me.
No one need pinch me though,
for the odor of the circus has relaced with the Young Democrats' vived me sufficiently. Not surpriseffort to make Louise Day Hicks ingly, smells like this one is still
B.C.'s Woman of the Year? Once quite young.
again, as pointed out by the
Richard Charland
Height's editorial, a majority of
CBA7O

Yes, we are back in the same don't you know you cannot judge
old backward, downward groove. for the university what will and
Isn't it a shame when we finally will not be allowed on campus?
could have shown ourselves to be After all, aren't they (S.D.S.) a
somewhat intelligent, responsible democratic organization, a worthwhich involves i
and educated. Let us go back to while group of individuals? Okay
ideas and positk
last year and return to the wonAntliseptically pt
derful time we had here.
tween dialogue a
\u25a0o
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Being aware
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Tt Hfw«s ndic
,
~,
last year. Please administration,
bers of ithe uppe
allow us to be a true university,
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intellectual curio;
Mr. Millerick's longing for a forced to take. Instead of deepenis
101501
please, please. We're old To the Editor:
who,
the
alumm
and
friends
please,
Father Done
Mr. Millerick's letter to the edi- moral "brainwashing" as the end ing his religious outlook through
ma ne univeraity be a controlled experiment enough, intelligent enough and re"rh'nk and <iemtor of October 27 demands an of "education" would not merit a the study of what great men.
3m me world of raatV>" k reminiscent of a sponsible too.
utterly divorced
answer, particularly with respect public reply were
by
College.
>ften
raised
students
at
the
appearance
began
\u25a0
UnIt all
with
it not for the Catholic and non-Catholic, have
, Boston
simuar complair
~
find themselves ~m the minority. of Vice-President Humphrey. He to the last paragraph. In this sectudents
often
f rrn tlv thesi
that
most
fact
of
the required thought concerning the nature of
J.
Kiohue's action will prove encouraging to those came to speak and B.C. was faced tion, he presents the viewpoint
p
theology
spawn
courses
this mut- faith, religion, and even God,
him
to
write the
th young and old, who maintain that there still with certain protesters who de- which motivated
?.,,.'.
Catholic laymen,
,
_,
/
states,
letter.
He
"If
ated
intellectualism
when
present
they "Himself," he will know a superthe
y
peacefully
protest this
sired to
J for a long
& overdue re-onentation of admirasremams a possil
address, for what are protesters policy is in line with traditional should contest it. That sequence of ficial outline of what the Catholic
Catholic educational philosophy, courses assumes that every stu- Church says about itself. How
s to any sPecific member of the Boston College made for but to protest.
Wthout rpfp
i.e., the end of education is prilike
call
to
the
attention
of
Oh
to
one
well,
to
a
certain
number
we
had
blow
that
T
community, Iwo
,
. ,by _..
dent is a thinking Catholic who can one even begin to talk of the
y makers the enlightened
by chasing them off campus. They marily moral, the intellectual end
action
taken
Father
~,..,
b
J
of its principal p
has
examined the possibilities of Church of Christ if he has not
didn't belong here; after all a few being only secondary, then it
, ?
,
Donohue.
u
?
would
that
this
policy
agnosticism, and the oth- pondered what it means to beatheism,
seem
is
_.
,
'be allowed one further note
Father Donohue students who believed as much
~ Ir
Oh yes, if
doomed
to
failure."
presence
religions
contrary
i
Clara
to
er
and freely chosen the lieve? Is this how Boston College
,-. ?
University,
judged
c o
their
J
is President of &
the university's principles.
These few words are important Catholic Church. Needless to say, is developing the thinking, postAnthony R. DeLuca
A & S '67
After some concerted uproar, i because, in their condemnation of this
is not the case. The average Vatican n, laymen?
things died down till we had the increased academic freedom, they
Stanford University
freshman,
at this or any other colWithout exaggeration, Mr. Melactually point to the need for
or
lege,
nothing
knows little
of lerick's letter is a witness to the
true intellectual liberty and their
meaning demonstrates the fallacy theological ideas when he comes failure of this university to be
apparent in the present required to Boston College and the sad truly Christian.
theology curriculum.
reality is that he will learn little
Anthony O'Boye Beirne
The Catholic Church maintains more from the theology he is
Boston College 70
ally frightening consequences of faiths. Our present anti-Commu- that a Christian, in an advanced
To the Editor:
here our irrational and inexplicable re- nist position in regard to Vietnam society, must be a thinker who
On Tuesday, . O
onstration in actions.)
is all the more illogical in the continually attempts to examine
* c
was a peaceful
against the
,
The
of
populations
light of the welcome we afford the and purify his religious belief.
i
civilian
front of~ Alumni 1
emical mter- North and South Vietnam are the official Soviet exhibit presently on Karl
,
Rahner, in his lecture, stated To the Editor:
presence of Dow
r
was given a victims of the present war. Every campus.
that
even
an atheist can be saved
campu
viewers on
I support "our boys" but they if he possesses this deep sense of
fatigue? or day of fighting means that much
,
The appearance of Boston's Mayoralty candidates at Boston Col,
which (was
flyer
J
lence of the more reconstruction will be necesdon't belong in Vietnam. If their search for truth. Does a "moral lege
on October 17 caused great confusion. It was indeed unfortunate
the unconscious
?
sary once peace has been estab- true intention is "to make the education" in which one is drilled
w f
hecklers crying
() r
lished.
The war is destroying a world free for democracy," they in the accepted mode of behavior that the candidates spoke at the same timebut in different rooms and
-I am still puz
iad left my country and its people. Can the should each be directing their two provide this prerequisite for sal- under different sponsorships.
Once the pape
lt it
and United States truly maintain that years of determination, sacrifice vation? Christ gave us our intelIt must be noted that the presentation of an award to Louise
hands, I realized
(and to me, a military dictatorship is a more and energy towards the funda- lects in order to
truth
no
look
for
Day
,
Hicks does not make her the endorsed candidate of the Young
~
how my unthmki
?
be desirable form of government mental problems facing demo- matter where it leads us. Does an Democrats of Boston College. She is not! There are indications that
night well
~X ~ c) acti<
,
inexplicab
t for a posi- than a communist regime with at cracy: the conditions of the in- "education" in which we subju- the vast majority of Young Democrats are for Kevin White. Proof
interpreted
as sui'rig man must least
H
some popular support?
ner city, for example, and the gate our minds to what we have of this lies in the fact that a far greater number of Boston College
,
tion which any thi
c time for a
The bloody wars of religion are world-wide blight of disease, ig- arbitrarily been told foster this
Young Democrats bypassed Louise Day Hicks in order to hear Kevin
(Th.s
,s
no
deny.
.^.^ today replaced by equally bloody norance and poverty. The govern- demand for truth?
White speak at an event sponsored by the Young Republicans.
long digression
[ us:
of political ideology.- As was ment is spending immense sums
wars
willing
who
is
to
acAnyone
,
,
ality within eacr
Both candidates may expect to receive help from the Young
,
the case centuries ago, each side of money fighting the wrong bat-s who tend
,
ing
cept this fabrication of religion Democrats of Boston College. Paul J. Sherry (Y. D. Executive offib us the
rprole
careful
,
i our
was convinced of the justice of his tles, just as Dow Chemical is mispndc ourselves
lo r
the occasion- cause: one might say that today directing its research to destruc- is not a Christian but a "Phris- cer); John W. Leahy (Y. D. Rec. Sec.); John S. May (Treasurer);
reason,
of
use
ai
Paul R. Deschenes (2nd V.P.); Elaine Brachen (Corres. sec.).
the "Communist" presents the tive rather than constructive ends. see."
same threat to the American that Let us hope that the rational rathe "Protestant" did to the Catho- ther than the irrational in man
lic. We are no longer anti-Pro- will prevail.
Michael Rahill
To the Editors,
Gerald M. Shea
in fact the ecumenical
Rebecca M. Valette
;ton College testant
Recently the
movement
Editor
Editor
emphasizes
Managing
Director,
the comLanguage Laboratory
been tootresident communi
mon goals which unite men of all
Dept. of Modern Languages Is
PRESS
js a
ing the fact that
(dents How
Rev. Robert J. Cheney, S.J.
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It Didn't Fit
As one first year law school student
put it,"the shoe was on the other foot"
last Thursday at the law school when, in
an impromtu debate, three professors
who oppose the War in Vietnam were
arguing that a recruiter from Dow Chemical Co. should be banned from conducting job interviews at the Law School.
It really didn't fit, either, to see them
argue that students who wanted to be interviewed in their own school should not
be and that the Dow recruiter, who, like
any other business recruiter, wanted to
see these students, should not be allowed
to do so.
Was this Mr. Yates from Dow Chemical any different, in respect to an individual's rights, than William Baird or

To the Editor:
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To quote The Heights' page
nine, "The Education-USSR is
the first major exhibit of the
Soviet educational system to tour
the USA as part of the SovietAmerican Cultural Exchange
Program." If the presence of this group of college
exhibit and the Soviet ambassaever, Tuesday wl
dor to the U.S. does not warrant protesting the p
a front-page headline, then what Dow Chemical Cc
does? Yet we find on page one a ihrough there
story on the court appeal of one room, oranges ai
William Baird, who seems more food were thrown
and more to be The Heights' not, under any
savior and champion of the poor, consider this to bi
downtrodden, progressive youth. mature group, be
If such deceiving, irresponsible, dents or garbage
unprofessional journalism is what
1 can not help
we can expect from The Heights is high time not <
every week, then you can print community, but
one less copy.
university woke
* rolls tl
Larry McGovern
acting the
A&S '69
lo attribute to the
Not proudly
Bill McTagi
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Go,
Kevin!

& co(ltingent
, nee of
iny marched To the
Editor:
dinjng
,1 was extremely dismayed to read that the leadership of the
of
Young Democrats had elected Mrs. Louise Day Hicks 'Boston College
hem cquM Woman of the Year' and that this action
had caused an irreperable
rcumstanccs, division within that
organization. In the spirit of a Christian pace,
c action of a maker, then, let
me attempt to heal this schism with a modest
?
y college
slu- proposal.
Some comparable honour or recognition is clearly due Mr. White.
think that il There can be no other solution. Now, obviously, we cannot name him
the rcsidcnl 'Cc»-Woman of the Year,' nor can we choose him 'Man of the Year,'
|nc en(ißl
(
for it would be unseemly to join those two implacable foes in a cruasiamJ
shotgun marriage. What, then, are we to do?
, ;
quickare so
I propose, sir, humbly and meekly, that the university commuj]ves
nity, in a spirit of fair play and good sportmanship, elect the Hon
Kevin White 'Boston College Hermaphrodite of the Year.'
Charles ODonnell
A&S 70
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Vietnam, Napalm
and the Universities
We share with men and women in all parts of the world a
deep revulsion at the war in Vietnam.
Students at many universities, most recently at Harvard
and Boston College, have expressed this revulsion by preventing representatives of Dow Chemical Corporation, the chief
supplier of napalm, from recruiting on campus.
With the students we regard napalm as a symbol of the
murder of women and children, the burning of villages, and
the devastation of a country perpetrated in our name. Universities should have no part in this!
Young men and women have often had the courage to
voice the better conscience of their nations; we join with them
today and find their protest justified.

Harvard University

Boston College
Maria Bade, Ass't. Professor, Biology
Robert L. Belenky, Assoc. Professor
Education
Arthur S. Berney, Assoc. Professor Law
Rev. Olivia A. Blanchette, S.J., Professor
Philosophy

W. Bushala, Ass't. Professor
Classical Languages
Mary Daly, Ass't. Professor, Theology
Rev. Robert T. Ferrick, S.J., Ass't.
Professor, Theology
Rev. Joseph F. Flanagan, S.J., Ass't.
Professor, Philosophy
Sanford Fox, Professor Law
Ann Friedlaender, Assoc. Professor
Economics
Ira A. Glazier, Assoc. Professor History
Eugene

John I. Heineman, Ass't. Professor History
Daniel S. Hirshfield, Ass't. Professor

American History
Professor Psychology
Richard E. Hughes, Professor English
Edward Jezak, Ass't. Professor Physics
Rev. William J. Leonard, S.J., Professor
Murray Horwitz,

Theology
John W. Loofbourow, Assoc. Professor
English

Rev. Edward MacKinnon, S.J., Assoc.

Professor Philosophy
Raymond McNally, Assoc. Professor
Russian History
June A. Moosbruker, Ass't. Professor
Psychology
Lesley Phillips, Assoc. Professor Psychology
John H. Randall,

111,

Ass't. Professor

English

Peter Reiser, Assoc. Professor Biology
Rev. Francis X. Shea, S.J., Ass't.
Professor English
John M. Yon Felsinger, Professor
Psychology

Andrew J. Yon Hendy, Assoc. Professor
English

Allen M. Wakstein, Ass't. Professor History
Gunther Weil, Ass't. Professor Psychology
Robert Wheaton, Instructor History
William F. Willier, Professor Law

Tufts
Freeland Abbott, Professor, Chairman

History
Reilly Atkinson, 111, Ass't. Professor Physics
Hugo Bedau, Professor, Chairman Philosophy
Warren C. Carberg, Jr., Instructor English
John Corwall, Professor Economics
Dorthea J. Crook, Professor, Chairman
Psychology
Martin B. Friedman, Ass't. Professor
English

Sol Gittleman, Assoc. Professor, Chairman,
German
Roberta Gordon, Instructor French
Roslyn Henning, Ass't. Professor Music
Frank Holtzman, Professor Economics
William S. Jacobson, Ass't. Professor
English
Zella Luria, Assoc.
Nancy S. Milburn,

Professor Psychology
Assoc. Professor Biology
Robert L'H. Miller, Assoc. ProfessorReligion
John Oliver Perry, Assoc. Professor English
Edwin M. Schur, Professor, Chairman
Sociology
Mark A. Seiden, Ass't. Professor English
G. Robert Stange, Professor, Chairman
English
Jack Tessman, Assoc. Professor Physics
Albert D. Ullman, Dean of Liberal Arts,
Professor Sociology
Wayne R. Winterrowd, Instructor English

Gar Alperovitz,

Fellow Institute for Politics

Anthony T. Arlotto, Instructor Linguistics

Bruce D. Boling, Instructor Celtic
Languages and Literature
Dwight L. Bolinger, Professor Romance
Languages and Literatures

Ass't. Professor

Samuel S. Bowles,
Harvey

and

Ass't. Professor
Philosophy of Education

Barbara Arnstine,

Donald Arnstine, Assoc. Professor,
Philosophy of Education
Eva Berczeller, Ass't. Professor

Philosophy

G. Cox, Assoc. Professor Church
Society

John T. Edsall, Professor Biological
Chemistry

Robert K. Funkhouser, M.D., Instructor
Medicine

Harold C. Gotoff, Instructor Classics
Charles G. Gross, Ass't. Professor
Chester W. Hartman, Ass't. Professor
City Planning

Einar I.

Haugen, Victor S. Thomas
Professor Scandinavian and Linguistics

Patrick L. Higonnet, Ass't. Professor
History
Reginald R. Isaacs, Charles Dyer Norton
Professor Regional Planning

Martin L. Kilson, Lecturer Government;
Research Fellow International Affairs
Juan Marichal, Professor Romance
Languages and Literatures

Robert J. McLaughlin, Lecturer,
Fellow Systems Analysis

Psychology

Research

Everett I. Mendelsohn, Assoc. Professor
History of Science
James B. Moffett,
Education

of Education

Research Associate

Barrington Moore, Jr., Lecturer Sociology

Rev. Richard E. Mumma, Presbyterian
Chaplain

Leonard K. Nash, Professor Chemistry
Wayne A. O'Neil,
Linguistics

Professor Education and

Martin H. Perez, Instructor Social Studies
Hilary W. Putnam,

Professor Philosophy
Peter Rees, Ass't. Professor Education
Harold A. Roe, Jr., Instructor Germanic
Languages and Linguistics
Robert A. Rothstein. Ass't. Professor Slavic
Languages and Literature
Rev. H. Paul Santmire, Lutheran Chaplain
Raymond Siever,

Professor*

Geology

B. F. Skinner, Edgar Pierce Professor of

Linguistics

Michael L. Walzer, Assoc. Professor

Government
William D. Weir, Instructor Chemistry
George H. Williams, Hollis Professor of
Divinity

John Womack, Jr., Instructor History
Laurence Wylie, C Douglas Dillon Professor
of the Civilization of France
Charles T. W. Curie, Professor Education
and Development
Albert 0. Hirschmar>, Professor Political
Economy

T. G. R. Bowgr, Ass't. Professor Psychology
Jonathan Beckwith, Ass't. Professor
Bacteriology

John Hershey, Research Fellow Medicine
Charles Gross, Ass't. Professor Phychology

Rev. Joseph C Williamson, AndoverNewton Theological School

Gordon Zahn. Professor, Univ. of Mass.,
Boston
Rogelio Reyes, Univ. of Mass.,

Harvey Guthrie, Professor, Episcopal

William Crawford, Ass't. Professor English

Lloyd G. Patterson, Professor, Episcopal
Theological School

Paul Deats, Professor Theology
Walter

Emge, Ass't.

Professor Philosophy

Irene Gendzier, Ass't. Professor History

Solomon Lipp, Professor Modern
Banks McDowell, Professor Law

Languages

Albert Murphy, Professor Education

Paul Nash, Professor Philosophy of
Education
Richard Olmstead, Ass't. Professor History
of Education
Gene Phillips, Professor Education
Harry Ruvin, Assoc. Professor Education
Freda Rebelsky, Ass't. Professor Psychology
Armand Siegel, Professor Physics
Robert Sproat, Professor English
Marx W. Wartofsky, Professor, Chairman

Father Thomas Ferrick, Boston State

Languages

Howard Zinn, Professor Government
Morton Berman, Professor, Chairman

College

Peter Gordon, Ass't. Professor, Boston
State College
Stephen Newman, Ass't. Professor, Boston
State College
Elaine Morse, Instructor, Boston State
College

MIT
Frank Bonilla, Professor of Political
Science
Steven M. Carr, Ass't. Professor of City

Planning
Noam Chomsky, Professor Modern
Languages and Linguistics

Stephan Chorover, Assoc. Professor
Psychology

English

George K. Lewis, Professor, Chairman
Geography
Edward Wagenknecht, Professor English

Murray Eden,

Engineering

Professor Electrical

Duncan
Ass't. Professor
Grazia Avitabile, Professor Italian
Ellen Haring, Professor Philosophy
Jean B. Harrison, Ass't. Professor Biology
Walter E. Houghton, Professor English
Eleanor McLaughlin, Instructor History
Barry Phillips, Ass't. Professor English
Ruth Anna Putnam, Ass't. Professor
Aswell,

English

Philosophy

Jerome Regnier, Assoc. Professor Geology
Gerasimos Santas, Assoc. Professor
Philosophy

*

Bernard T. Feld, Professor Physics
Jerry Fodor, Assoc.

Wellesley College

College

Anna Gesmer, Professor, Boston State

Philosophy

Warren A. Wilder, Professor Modern

Boston

Theological School

Professor Government

Psychology

Karl Van D. Teeter, Assoc. Professor

Joyce M. Marieb, Instructor, Regis College

Robert S. Cohen, Professor, Chairman,
Physics

Richard L. Myerson, Lecturer Prosthetic
Dentistry

Jeanne L. Maguire, Lecturer, Regis College

Warren L. Chernaik, English

Murray Levin,

Psychology

David C. McClelland, Professor

Philosophy

George Berry, Professor Philosophy
Theodore Brameld, Professor, Chairman

Economics

Other Colleges and
Universities

Boston University

Professor Psychology

Maurice S. Fox, Professor Biology
Morris Halle, Professor Modern Languages
and Linguistics
Richard Held. Professor Psychology
Gyorgy Kepes,

Professor Architecture

A. K. Kerman, Professor Physics

Jerome Y. Lettvin, Professor
Communication Physiology
C. Levinthal, Professor Biology

S. E. Luria, Professor Biology
Kevin A. Lynch, Professor City Planning

Northeastern
Philip Backstrom,

B. Magasanik, Professor Microbiology
G.

Hubert Matthews, Professor Modern

Assoc. Professor History
Jacob Barshay, Ass't. Professor Mathematics
Roger Brightbill, Ass't. Professor Psychology
Irvin Doress, Ass't. Professor Education
Maurice Gilmore, Instructor Mathematics
Michael Glaubman. Assoc. Professor Physics

Alexander Rich, Professor Biology

Ellen Gordon, Instructor Philosophy
Elliott Lieb, Professor Physics

John R. Ross, Ass't. Professor Modem
Languages and Linguistics

Helen Mahut, Assoc. Professor Psychology
Irene Nichols, Ass't. Professor Education

Languages and Linguistics

P. Morrison, Professor Physics

Whitman Richards. Ass't. Professor
Psychology

Herbert D. Saltzstein, Ass't. Professor

Psychology

Nathaniel Raymond, Instructor Sociology
Eugene Saletan, Assoc. Professor Physics

Ethan Signer, Ass't. Professor Biology

Bertram Scharf, Assoc. Professor Psychology

George Wolf, Assoc.

Allan Widom, Instructor Physics
Alvin Zalinger, Assoc. Professor Education

Professor Nutrition
(paid advertisement)
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To the Editor:
The interest in one's college by
an alumnus, especially a recent
alumnus, can be expected to be
unflagging. Thus, I have pooled
my resources in an effort to "keep
my hand in," and recently I
gained access to issues of The
Heights. My main impression was
of the number of changes which
have been taking place just since
June: the "dust bowl" has happily
s
gone the way of the SAB; the
Eagles' Nest has raised prices
(again!); £yen the football team
is changing, this time for the
worse, impossible as that may
seem.
Yet certain things never seem
to change, and I refer most directly to the continued miasmic

conduct of the Young Democrats.
It was most disturbing to read
that the YD's had presented
Louise Day Hicks with a "Woman
Democrat of the Year" award. I
feel I have a right to speak on
this matter since I belonged to
the club for four years and last
year was its Corresponding Secretary. Admittedly, the club last
year was a disaster, but I was
able to endure the lack of cooperation through a knowledge
that soon it would be over and I
could kiss these petty campus politics goodbye.
Now, however, I can no longer
remain indifferent It's bad
enough Mrs. Hicks has to use
"For Boston" as one of her campaign songs. Now the Young

Democrats have to give her an
award. Why has she such appeal
to them? Is it because she constantly dresses herself and her
billboards in Kelly green? Or,

What failure?
To the Editor:
On the assumption that Mr.
Millerick's letter of last week was
not facetious, and at the risk of
taMngsarcasm seriously, I should
like to explain to him that what he
sees as a failure of the current
policy is not that at all.
A) The theology lab article to
which he refers may have been
in bad taste, but the phenomenom
of God's not showing up is a fairly common one among religious
people today and the recognition
of it is wellrooted in our tradition,
(cf. Mk. 5:34 and St. John of the

could it be that the club leadership condones her policies? It is
an absolutely intolerable situation.
Perhaps I'm being too critical,
however. After all, the award was
not decided upon without a meeting of the executive board. Certainly this is an improvement
over the situation which prevailed
when I was a member of the
board last year. In those good old Cross).
days all issues would be decided B)
The alledged poor quality of
by a 2-member majority of the
the poetry in The Stylus is irreleboard (which is mbiguing, since vant to
the moral decline of BC.
there were seven members of the The charge of dirty short stories
(Continued on Page Twelve) is perhaps more relevant but the

truth of this charge is question:

able.
C) Mr. William Baird came to.
BC to discuss birth control laws
not birth control morals. The existence of such laws is contrary to
Catholic teaching, (ce.f. John

Courtney Murray, The Problem of
Religious Freedom).
D) If Mr. Millerick were to check

Webster he would discover that
"dogma" is "that which is held
as an established opinion," and
that, therefore, theological opinion
is all that has ever been taught
in Boston College's required theology courses. It follows that we
have made an advance. We are
humbly calling our theological
opinion just that rather than using
the misleading word, dogma.
William M. Meehan, Jr.
A&S '69 (Theology)
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mented in number in the corridor come to the law school to present
was that we were interfering with a point of view (an action. we
No American can deny his retheir "right" to interview with were willing to endorse), but
sponsibility for what our governwhom they pleased.
rather to transact business on
ment does, although efforts at
First, it is not clear that inter- private and not public property.
protest may seem futile. Here viewing
on the premises of the This is not within the protection
at our doorstep was a man wishlaw school is so much a right as of the Constitution, a proposition
ing to use our premises to recruit
a privilege. Second, if it is a right, well known to any student of
persons to further his business
though not a legally cognizable Constitutional law. In contrast,
enterprise, part of which is proone, the only interference was our conversation with the Dow
ducing the terrible chemical,
with the use of campus facilities; representative was in protest
napalm, in a contractual partnerin no way did we attempt to against political action of our govship with the goverrinient. At the
prohibit their interviewing with ernment and Dow's participation
profitable
admission,
man's
it is a
Dow and in fact arrangements in it. Opponents pressing this
contract.
were made for them to interview argument prefer to ignore our
At the moment the consciences elsewhere. Third,
they overlooked right oiSfree speech, which at the
of the three of us merged into a the fact that, as faculty members time we were asserting, in a
single, on the spot course of acand as individuals, we also had manner analogous to permissible
tion; we wanted to do something certain rights which we were ex- bounds of the Constitution. If we
which »would symbolize to Dow ercising by our action. That such "coerce and intimidate" the man
and to others how deeply we felt slight infringement of "rights" as from entering the building, it was
that the moral implications we threatened would be placed no more so than a picket line
were to us of greater significance in the balance against the wrongs with placards which expressed the
than matters of convenience and we were protesting, never even same views and requests that we
expediency. Perhaps we were occurs to us. That they have been expressed orally.
vaguely cognizant that this action is, we think, itself, monstrously
Certainly the most specious
would have little impact on the insensitive.
argument was that, after the man
but
at
conduct,
war or its
that In
this same vein, some argued had been invited, we were treatmoment this was not relevant.
that we were interfering with the ing him rudely, impolitely and in
In the course of the debate
which followed that day and the "open placement" policy of the breach of etiquette. Such breach
existed, that of middle-class niceties was
next, arguments which were de- law school. If such
is what we were doing, but no exactly what we intended to do.
veloped in opposition took several
such affirmative policy exists. It Our government and Dow do not
bents, none of them wholly conis hard to believe that our place- observe them when women and
vincing, accurate or even relement office would invite firms or children are burned in Vietnam.
vant. The immediate reaction of
certain students observing us companies known to practice Further, legally protected dissent
or religious discrimination. is not confined to orderly high
from the inside and later aug- racial
The "policy" is simply one of school debates.
whoever responds to hundreds of Finally, there was concern that
form letters of invitations may we were imposing our moral
come to the law school to interdetermination upon others, which
view.
\N A FILM YOU'LL WANI
we had no right to do. True, to
Neither faculty nor students the extent that we succeeded in
H TO SEE A6AINI
have ever thoughtfully considered deterring the interviews, we did,
or made a placement policy. Even ostensibly, implement our judgVi a
it they had, it probably would ment We fail to understand,
not have deterred our action, however, how one can act on the
a
which would then have been a basis of one's convictions and not
protest against such a policy as affect those with whom one mainwell as the war, napalm, and tains relationships. We shudder
Dow.
to think that our critics are
UP "A rtAVCIOGUE OfHflU A greleique (/(I
As
the
demanding,
became
more
as a corollary, that
arguments
menogerie
l\\
of loit towlt whimpering in
V\ Jl
V',l Btychedelic m»om»pt. Seldom hoi life \ / sophisticated, that of interfering we must join them in what we
V] among the wicked been documented
'll ldHMlllly."-N.r.fUKS ?"A FASCINATING / /j with Daw's right of free speech consider to be the crime of si\ AND SIGNiriCANI MOVIE EVENT .'"-NiwswrfK ill was advanced. But Dow did not lence and inaction. This, too, is
ij "A MASmftfCCI One of the gnxd.il film. I
an imposition of morality. It
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(Continued from Page Seven)
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helps to put it that way. We
have sought to identify the widely shared morality to which our
action referred; now we would
ask those who disagreed for their

reference.

VOLKSWAGEN REPAIR
Walter's Atlantic

128 South Bound, Newton, Mass.
Convenient to MBTA
Bob Montana, Ser. Mgr., CBA '63

...

the degree of immorality of our
conduct
of the war necessarily
proa determination which these
creates
a
situation where some of
decry
any
fessors would
in
other
the traditional rights of a person
(Continued from Page Seven)

situation.

The sincerity of their beliefs obviously does not make their conduct proper. Nor does the fact that
their conduct resulted in merely
an inconvenience to Mr. Yates

and the students, since they ultimately met in a downtown restaurant, make the matter dc minimis.
What is important is the fact that
they prevented a lawful meeting
on the law school premises from
taking place.

in a democratic society are no
longer applicable and that there
are no comparable situations
which may be drawn upon to show
any error in this position.
This position merely reflects the
intensity of their feeling. I am
certain that Senator McCarthy felt
the same way. I am certain that
"Black Power" advocates-feel the
same way. -

We must not out of respect or
deference to the intensity of the
conviction of another allow that
person to trample upon our rights
or the rights of others. I may for
example believe that abortion is
murder. That conviction may be
so intense that I am willing to devote my life to preventing" the
try.
legalization of abortion. If my
state legalizes abortion I may proFor his efforts he had been conand take all lawful steps to
demned by a majority of the test
have the legislature reverse its
citizens of this country and ulti- action.

Ten years ago a sad and disillusioned man died. Senator Joseph
R. McCarthy had devoted his political life to a principal that he,
and only he, had the wisdom and
foresight to perceive the menace
of Communism in the United
States, and only he had the tenacity to prevent the eventual overthrow of democracy in this coun-

mately censured by his colleagues
in the Senate. What Senator McCarthy had done was to trample
upon the basic rights of others in
his firm belief that such violations
were necessary to awaken the
country to the peril which he believed to be at hand. He had made
the judgement that he was right.

I may not however attempt to
physically prevent someone from
having an abortion nor may I
physically prevent the representative of a company which manu-

factures the instruments used in
inducing abortionsfrom entering a
college campus to recruit students
for
his company.
Why couldn't the nation simply
translate the great sincerity of his The war in Vietnam is a sad and
beliefs into a righteousness of his tragic affair. I wish it were poscause and place into his hands sible to have all of the informatheir rights and hence their des- tion necessary to make a judgetiny? The citizens of the United ment on the morality of our parStates rejected the tactics of Sen- ticipation in this war, not so much
ator McCarthy not because they with respect to our original inbelieved him to be insincere but volvement as with respect to the
because they believed him to be consequences to others of an
wrong in allowing his conscience abandonment at this time.
and the firmness of his convictions
to supercede the basic rights of I respect the position of my
three colleagues, which I must asothers.
sume has been based upon sufThe most important lesson to be ficient reliable information to warlearned from the "McCarthy Era" rant the making of this moral deis that if we allow the personal cision. If and when I come to
conscience and individual convic- their conclusions I will join them
tions of a few persons, no matter in attempting to persuade others
how firmly these convictions are by lawful means to protest our
held, to override the basic rights conduct in the war.
of even one person the result must

.

eventually be chaos.

Hopefully I will not in my zeal

violate the rights of others no
Many persons who oppose our matter how inconsequential the reparticipation in the war in Viet- sults of such violations appear to
nam argue that the magnitude of be.
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The violence of a peaceful protest
To the Editor:
It was evening at the Pentagon,
two weekends ago, when the draft
card burning began. Somebody on
the upper left burned a draft card,
then somebody else, then there
were draft cards in flames all over
the place; we looked down to the
plains below and saw draft cards
burning like so many fireflies.
A fire was started on the lower
right side of the mall, and later I
saw some people there throwing
sticks at the soldiers above, occasionally; everybody else was yelling at them to shop that. We
wanted to talk to the soldiers.
"Soldiers are our brothers," we
sang.
The high point of the two days
there and the victory, came, I
think, at about nine o'clock, when
the left-upper bullhorn said it had
the perhaps most important announcement of the evening to
make; and would the Gl's please
listen too, it might affect them

side. (I recall now that shortly
after it was announced that the
2 MP's had come over it was announced' that one MP was being
arrested, and led off. At that we
all chanted "We love you, We love
.)
you," and we meant it
So it was till around 10 p.m. The
stars, the moon were out. The
Pentagon facade was lit up. There
were two fires at the bottom right
of the lower mall. It was cold but
some food was being passed
around. Then troops were noticed

too.
Two MP's had come over to our

According to the Washington
Post, the estimate was arrived
at by photographing the crowd
in front of the Pentagon, enlarging it, and counting the
number of people present.' The
key item, however, is when
the count was made. It was
made at 5:00 p.m., when many
of the demonstrators had already left for home. Many

side. As the bullhorn described it,
"he took off his helmet, removed
his sword, or whatever was that
weapon he was carrying (bayonet), and just walked on over.'
An incredible cheer went up,
this thing had actually worked,
this thing about confrontation and
love and nonviolence had produced something, the greatest
cheer of the whole event went on
and on, followed by "Join us' and
(By Sunday
"We love you"
it was stated that 3 MP's had
come over. One of these has been
established as Private Terry Miller, on leave from the Army on a
weekend pass, in civilian clothes,
arrested Sunday morning at the

...

Pentagon.

About the two that come over
Saturday there is confusion. I am
pretty sure of one: I heard a taped
interview, with a girl made around
12:05 a.m., Sunday, who said she
had seen one MP take off his helmet, take off his sword and start
walking toward the demonstrators
whereupon he was seized by fellow

MP's, arrested, and marched off
with 4 MP's guarding him on each

.

the stairs the MP's and Marshalls
were wedging in, clubbing, kicking rifle-butting, stomping on
people with the most intense and
incredible brutality, particularly
from the marshalls. They would
do this, stop, waitfor more trucks
to come with which to cart people
away, move in again, till around 1
or 2, I by this time being in the
third row, they made a concentrated move on the right side, led
by the marshalls.
Heads were being smashed, I

started getting up, leaving, or just
standing up, this was it, just give
yourselves up, don't even passively resist, "you go to the front row,
see if you can take it", half the
people sitting, half standing, some
with hands up ready to be taken,
blood on the steps, people, girls
crying?just at seeing this brutality, one-hated filled Marshall still
beating someone on the ground,
some older man getting a bullhorn
and saying "don't lock legs, don't
passively resist, when the mar-

And many more
To the Editor:
In the light of the varying
estimates about the size of the
crowd at the Washington Mobilization, a brief note about
the method used to derive the
Pentagon estimate may be

useful.

-

on the grass below; they were
routing the people there.
Around midnight the concentration of soldiers ahead had increased; there were not more than
2,000 of us.left on the mall. By
this time I was much closer to the

front.
It was cold, we were tired, thirsty, hungry, never-wracked, huddled close to keep warm, the generals were still watching from the
roof of the Pentagon, every once
in a while an intense light beam
would illumine the field, the mall,
the clouds, when there was a commotion on the right, great yelling,
"sit down link arms/legs," from
bullhorns and people
Off to the right at the top of

people went straight to the
buses and did not come to the
Pentagon parking lot at all.
People were entering and
leaving the parking lot constantly. It is clearly evident
that any validity which the
Pentagon estimates may have
applies to the Pentagon crowd,
and Not to the crowd in front
of the Lincoln Memorial. This
crowd has been estimated at

between 25 and 250 thousand;
a reporter stationed by the
New York Times at the Potomac Bridge to count heads
counted over 60,000, with much
of the crowd still to cross. It
saw two girls being stomped on,
the brutality was so unbelievable
that some people in the back (not
sitting, but standing, hangers-on)
started throwing things at the soldiers at which we all yelled at
them to stop.
They did, the brutality continued,
a great commotion everywhere,
particularly on the right. We were
yelling and screaming, "no violence, no violence!", "look at what
your doing, look at yourselves
now", crying out against the sickening appalling violence.
I think it got to the soldiers;
some of them I think were taken
back at what was going on. There
was a slight lull, some people

is interesting in this connection
that the Washington police estimated on Friday that the
crowd would numoer 25,000,
the Washington police estimate
on Saturday night was
(strangely) 25,000, and this
estimate was not increased until Sunday morning. A crowd
so big that it filled the area
around the reflecting pool
was easily larger than the police and Pentagon estimate; a
figure of 100,000 although many
would say it was too conservative, is a good number to work
with.
IJuke Szpakowski
A&S '68
shalls see you doing this it disturbs them, does something to
them and so they hit you," ahead
of me rifle butts being smashed
into a boy and a girl together, him
doing nothing but being beaten
more and more furiously, we all
knowing this was it and preparing
for the inevitability of being beaten and arrested.
At that point a Mr. Peck, assistant director of the mobilization,
took a bullhorn and demanded to
see the officer responsible for the
troops, their commander, to talk
over this situation, since the demonstrators at the Pentagon had
been given permit to stay there

A phony strike
To the Editor:
"Grapes of Wrath"
On Monday, Oct 30, the SDS
treated us to the perpetuation of
a fraud. This fraud being the
phony "strike" waged against
farmers in Delano, Calif, by the
AKL-CIO affiliated Agricultural
Workers' Organizing Committee.
AWOC represents only a small

fraction of the area's 5500 grape
pickers. The "strike" has not
prevented a record crop of grapes
from being harvested and marketed.
The enormous publicity being
given to this seemingly' uneventful "strike" by the left-wing press
and organizations can be attribut-

Act of love
by. a shoulder to lean on, advice,
companionship, a contact with the
nameless people all around, blotted from sight in the shock.
the
Friendship barring nothing
pressing tests and papers, one's
own needs for rest and peace of
mind?all set aside without hesitation
to help a friend, to become involved, to take on a burwitnessed:
den, to love.
A family torn apart by a sudWhat could spark our cries toden twist of fate, and a son caught day for better human relations
in the midst. A young man, so cer- more perfectly than this simple,
tain of that career, now unable unheralded and almost unknown
to continue at school, not knowing act of love?
where to aim his life.
George Boccia
Tragedy, and yet, a friend close
A&S '69
To the Editor:
However strange it may seem,
I have recently witnessed a sort of
incarnation, words made tangible.
It is the embodiment of all that
can be said by our hippies and
anti-war demonstrators, and by
the civil rights and social justice
movements. Here is what I have

?

?

till midnight Sunday (I guess so
they wouldn't have to arrest thousands of people Saturday evening),

Ed to those who are running the yet here the troops were edging
forward and arresting people.
strike.
He didn't want to see these
Larry Itliong, who is running
AWOC, has been banned from his people, these beautiful people, hurt
native Philippines because of his and injured. Mr. Henry van Cleve,

what the papers

will have to say,
that's what we're about,,' a really
beautiful "speech" by some SDS
man?from out West, and ourown
debates, discussions, and futile attempts to get peace-futly non-violently arrested a lot of this confusing the soldiers, Peck being
told to shut up, he didn't speak for
us, this tremendous, intense,
thought totally identical?with action dialogue, intense thinking
now what to do, what does this
mean, do you get it soldiers, talk
between ourselves, two bullhorns,
bullhorns and soldiers, revolutionairies and pacifists, and all the
while this overwhelming fact that
no one comes forward from this
vast military machine, the Pentagon, it remains totally anonymous
and impersonal, it simply acts, responsibility having totally dissolved and disappeared, the soldiers?not knowing what they're
doing, but those who do know (we
hope there'are such) are not preset, do not show themselves;
people ragged from the strain and
horror of the preceding violence,
cold, huddled together as well as
possible.

...

This night, with the clear cool
stars, the silent impassive noon,
the clouds of ghastly smoke drifting over and shrouding the Pentagon, the lights on that building and
observers still above it, the windows and the facade of the main
entrance, the few harsh lights, the
soldiers standing in a straight row,
almost towering over us, cold,
with rifle butts, people huddled together shuddering with cold and
sickness at what'they had experienced the isolationand tinyness on
the steps of The Pentagon" this
nightmare scene has indelibly
etched itself into my memory
After that there was no agreement on what to do, everything
peaceful having been ignored
we just tried not to be cold, and
the troops altried to sleep
ways edging close, but not hitting
anyone now
What did it all
add up to, beyond 680 arrests?
I think for those there something happened, an inward turning
after this confrontation which
they'll never forget. The promise
is that dissent in America, and
America itself, will never be the
same again.
«

.. .

.. .

.

.

Mark Szpakowski
A&S '67

affiliation with the Communist the General Services Administra-

party. Luiz Valdez of the Pro- tor who had signed the permit
gressive Labor Party and Donna with the mobilization leaders, had
Haber and Wendy Gopel of the promised to be on the scene in

Communist WEB Dubois Club are
only a few of the known Communists organizing the "strike"
in Delano. The "strike" has been
characterized by the farce and
violence present at Communist organized "strikes." Even these extreme methods of organizing
could force no more than 10%
of the workers to stay away from
their jobs.
- One may wonder why the activity for "agrarian reform"
among farm workers. The possibility of a future "general
strike" among farm workers at
harvest time would certainly be
looked upon favorably by the
Communists. This is the reason
for Communist violence and the
resulting publicity in the peaceful San Joaquin Valley.
?

Richard C. Roth
A&S '68

of any

trouble. Where was he?

He demanded to talk to a person in authority, anyone, would be
willing to cross the line and get
arrested to talk to him, Ramsey
Clark, the Washington are general,
Secretary McNamara (who was
known to have recently entered
the building)
we waited, sang
"soldiers are our brothers" "we
shall overcome", "we shall live in
peace, someday", etc.

...

.

Peck spoke again, asked for the
person, or any person, who bore
responsibility, no one yet, others
spoke, singing, speaking, "Who is
that being carried away on a

stretcher", medics, doctors, needed, all blankets for the first aid
area, ambulances, etc., etc., singing talking to the soldiers I think
some message reaching some of
them, "remember what you've
seen here and compare it with

IntersdGrad

raps YD's

(Continued from Page Eleven)
board). Perhaps they

never knew

where to contact me and other
members of the board. Perhaps
they even forgot who the other
members were, for we had hardly
any meetings at which to get
acquainted. At least the seven

board members were involved
with this decision.
I apologize to you for the length
of this letter, but I felt compelled
to write. I hope it will show that
all Young Democrats are not the
same. As for the "renegades" in
the club: keep up the fight, for
there are more of us lending you
our moral support than you might
imagine.

Gerald W. Herlihy
& S '67
University of Wisconsin

B.C. A

DoLwa S
t chool
(Continued from Page One)

m

the war were passed among
the crowd by sympathetic stu-

dents.
Professor James W. Smith reaffirmed the right of Mr. Yates
and the students to "the free
communication of ideas" but
asked that his three colleagues
not be censured because they had
"acted in good faith." Professor
Peter A Donovan called the action of the three professors a
form of censorship which is "an
abhorrent evil," but he too asked
that the students not censure
them.

In a question and answer period
Professor Fox clarified his position on who should be allowed to
recruit at the Law School by suggesting that any firms involved
in war production (Bethlehem
Steel and Standard Oil were cited
as examples) should be barred.
The students decided to modify
the original second resolution by
changing the clause which labelled
the three professors' activities unreasonable to a clause expressing
disagreement with them. On Monday they passed the open place-
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Beyond the call?

ment resolution by a vote of 319 ond resolution in particular did
not necessarily reflect agreement
to 63 with 17 abstentions.
or disagreement with the three
The resolution expressing disprofessors' actions. According to
agreement with the three profesquestion to be consors passed by a vote of 172 to Holland, the
really
sidered
was
whether or not
151 with 49 abstentions. A small
anything should be said about
number of students refused to
many students
vote for the two resolutions be- their actions and
disagreed
who
with
the professors
cause they felt the questions
expression of
did
not
feel
that
should not have been considered.
their disagreement was necessary.

Ned Holland, President of the
Board of Governors, explained
that the vote did not reflect the
position of the students on the
war. In fact, he guessed that most
of them are against U.S. involvement in Vietnam. He also explained that the vote on the see-

Black Only .

Rev. Robert F. Drinan, S.J.,
dean of the Law School, who was
not present at the student meeting, later declined to take any
definite position because he felt
he knew too little yet about the
details of the controversy.

.

nity to other colleges and the
the
but before I can talk to you, I Negro Community. Under
Jeffry
President,
leadership
of the
have to know who I am. The emphasis is on seU-determination. Howard '69, the group is planning
(. .) I'm not convinced that even participation in a Regional effort
the most concerned white activist
to set up a school in Roxbury to
can empathize or sympathize with
teach young students black histhe black mood."
tory, music, and art. However, the
The extent of these groups important question is the role
varies from small scope of the these groups will play in the naall-black fraternity interested only tional civil rights picture. Harin weekends to Harvard's AAAAS, vard's AAAAS speaks of taking
which is starting to expand from up where SNCC left off and Omoja
the Harvard community to other plans to aid Candidate for City
colleges and the Negro Commu- Council Tom Atkins.
(Continued from Page Five)

Canf If Id In the Newark News

|i

"It's for manning a recruiting station on campus!"

LNSintervwsm
aold arch
Liberation News Service
about six feet ahead of the line of started saying "good job men,
(Much has been said and restraint and grabbed hold of this good job." He patted me on the
written about the attitudes of character standing out there and shoulder and I said, "Sir, is that
he jerked him back behind the your job, patting people on the
Gl's who patrolled last weekend's Pentagon confrontation. line and the next thing I know I shoulder?" He said, I'll pat you
Liberation News Service asked turned around and looked and this on the shoulder as long as you're
doing a good job." I said "What
several Gl's to come forward sergeant was beating him.
and give their own points of
The fellow didn't do anything, am I doing here with a rifle
view. What follows is an edited he was standing there slowly against these people, I should be
transcript of statements by two backing up. He wasn't saying any- out there," and he didn't say anything then. I guess he was a little
who accepted the invitation. thing violent. Nothing.
Their names have been omitted
"Later in the evening I was in favor of the thing too.
to protect their own freedom of standing on a hill down in the
It was a pretty wild thing. That
motion. Ed.)
bushes and the sergeant came by night, after we went inside we
We went out there the day of and I got to talking to him and had to rest and I told the profile
the demonstration and everybody I said, 'Well how about you, you that I shouldn't have been out
had been briefed completely by jumped out of the line and grab- there anyway. I just got out of
letters from the higher-ups, and bed that fellow, so what did you the hospital with a hurt back.
we had to listen to a briefing on do that for' and he said, "Oh, I I'm not supposed to 3o anything,
your permit saying what you just didn't like his looks." So I that includes standing, sitting, etc.
I told them my back was hurtcould and couldn't do. We were said, "Well, just because you
told that tear gas was not to be didn't like somebody's looks ing and I couldn't go out there
allowed to be used under any cir- doesn't mean that you can go anymore. I'd been nauseated by
against orders, you have a card the way the soldiers had been
cumstances.
(orders) in your pocket just like acting. So many of them were out
Even the head of the army
anybody else." "You know that's there, and if anybody walked by
coudn't say that tear gas could a
court-martial offense?"
close enough for them to hit with
be used, because it came from
you ever been that rifle without some higher auHe
said
"Have
higher-up than him. Therefore, we
thority seeing them, they would.
were directed not to use any tear to Viet Nam?" I said "No." He
That night they rounded you peo"Then
you
said,
wouldn't
know."
gas, and anyone using tear gas,
ple up in that little square out in
I
think
around
40%
of
all
the
unless they told us to would be
front of the building, and around
court-martialled. Also no one was military is in favor of your dem- 12 o'clock I went out there and
This
that
big
point
onstration.
is
a
to use any violence whatsoever,
looked, the MP's were now startas this was a court-martial of- I have found. They go out there ing a wedge through your line.
and
around
are
out
to
just
30%
fense too.
hurt anybody, beat anybody up
All the military had orders, evWe went out there and they said that they can, just because they erybody from the big wheels down
"We're going to walk." We came have a rifle and all this other to the lowest. The marshals are
out on the side of the Pentagon stuff. However, 30% of them are run by the government themand we were going to walk to the sort of serene about the whole selves. The marshals were comfront, they said.
thing and they couldn't care less. pletely independent of us. But the
"We're going to walk as far as They have a job to do and that's MP's started a wedge.
I noticed that they were so tight
we can and' then we will stop and all.
just hold them back," they said.
At any rate about 40% of the that you couldn't move and then
There were stragglers all along service is in favor of your dem- they moved the wedge through
the way, people I guess, going onstration and your cause. I know and as people threw their arms
around to the back and there that if I would have had off last up and this type of thing, trying
were ambulances coming through, weekend there's a whole carload to get out of the way, an MP
and we went out there pushing of people that would have come would club you in the head or do
people back and I looked and with me to the demonstration.
something and they were hauling
there was a sergeant behind me
I was standing there on the you off.
and all of a sudden he jumped front lines as a mater of fact,
I don't know how many people
through the line and he ran out and my officer walked up and were out of order in this demon-

stration, but I'd say that of the
300 arrested, I'd say that 50 or
less, from what I saw, were out
of order.
The marshals just seemed to
walk up and would kind of get one
marshal stooping over a soldier's
shoulder and another marshal
would reach between his legs and
grab the guy that he could get
his hands on, and then they'd
drag them out, beat them in the
head and throw them in the paddywagon.

.

scene so that the could arrest
people.
The MP's were completely
against their orders in pushing
this wedge down through the people. If you remember, the soldiers
kept sticking their feet underneath
your arse so that you'd have to
move, and then the marshals
would come by and. drag you out
because you were sitting on their
feet?this was the marshals, they
told the soldiers to do this.

There were flame throwers that
they had on their backs. They
weren't capable there of shooting
this gasoline. They filled them
with tear gas that night. I thought
they filled them up with gasoline
for this flame but then they did
use some of these tanks. It was
some kind of tear gas.
frightened.
The soldiers weren't
Some of them were sickened at You can't read the real story in
the thought that other people were the POST. Why won't the POST
beating on the people who were print it? Maybe they're afraid the
saying what you thought. The on- government won't send them anyly people in this world who are more news releases. I thought it
for war are the NCO's, and the was a completely biased account.
NCO's are the people that stay in
You know they brought regular
the army for a lifetime. They Sherman tanks with tracks on
stay in the army because they
them. They had you so hemmed
can't make it on the outside.
in you couldn't walk around or
The reason for this is that it see things from a distance so you
would take- two more points for couldn't know what was really
their IQ id be high enough to true. You didn't know if the solmake a rock. They're just stupid. diers were going to come in and
Anybody that can't hang on to a beat you in the head any minute.
case of hand grenades, I feel for.
There was a little girl sitting
The main thing of this was the on the ground who looked up and
marshals because they did the asked "If I came up and touched
arresting.
your rifle would you stab me with
Their orders were to arrest af- the bayonet or shoot me? The
ter the confusion, after people lieutenant came walking by and
were out of order. I heard several said, "Keep a stern look," and
marshals talking in the cafeterias. I couldn't. She asked if the rifles
I don't remember exactly what were loaded. I told her the rifles
was said but I do know they weren't loaded. There I was showwere saying it to themselves at ing her the hole in the bottom of
the table and they seemed to be the rifle where there was no clip.
talking about how they were I thought if she wanted to get
pissed that they had to come out through the line I'd stand aside
on a weekend. They provoked a and let her pass.
I watched about 6 or 7 people
in a row, and this is on film. However I don't know.
No one was
causing any ruckus or trouble at
all and the marshal just reached
in and grabbed people and threw
them in the paddywagon.
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Healthy McCarthy spells
trouble for future foes
By BOB RYAN
Sports Staff

Perhaps the most distressing aspect of a poor team performance is the resultant tendency of its fans to overlook the achievements of some of its individuals. Such
is the case with Brendan McCarthy, the outstanding senior fullback of the BC football squad.
it is somewhat typical of the
way things have gone for him
in the past two seasons that he
set a career rushing record last
week almost totally unbeknownst
to the student body and alumni.
His 1788 yards surpasses the old
standard of Joe Johnson by 81
yards, and he still has five
games to play.

Brendan was the object of one
of the widest athletic manhunts
in the nation during his senior
year at fabled DeMatha High in
Hyattsville, Md., a Washington,
D.C. suburb. He was a High
School AU-American in both basketball and football. His basketball team lost to Lew Alcindor
and Power Memorial by three
points before 13,000 people in
Maryland's field house.
His
teammates included Notre Dame's
Bob Wiiitmore and LaSalle's Bernie Williams.
His football squad was undefeated. Running in the same
backfield with West Virginia's
Garrett Ford, he averaged 10
yards per carry. (Ford averThe team easily
all nine opponents en
to a league title, and
of the nine seniors got
football scholarships. But none

aged
swept
route
eight

nine.)

were more sought more than
Brendan, who received an estimated 100 offers for football and
30 for basketball. Narrowing
it down to BC and Notre Dame
for football, and North Carolina
and South Carolina for basketball, he chose to play football
for BC, and neither party has
regretted it since.

criticism has been heaped
on the coach. "The team itself

fair

has been making mistakes and
losing games. We were well
prepared for Buffalo and Army,
and the losses were no reflection on his coaching ability."
He cites his own three unaccountable fumbles against Buffalo as an example.

As a sophomore, he rambled
for 901 yards and received much
Eastern and nation-wide acclaim.
But last season the injury jinx
struck. A broken toe and a leg
injury kept him down to 585
yards. This year it was a painful hip pointer which kept him
out of the Army game and which
has hampered his overall performance. He loked a bit more
like his old self against Maine,
gaining 99 yards in 16 carries, and

He also feels that team morale
was given a definite boost by
the Maine victory, and he is looking forward to a better second
half, both for himself and the
team. He has shaken his injuries and is in fine shape now.
BC students who have gotten
down on the squad should reconsider before boycotting Alumni
Stadium in the remaining home
games. Because a healthy Brendan McCarthy means a great runlooking good doing it.
ning and blocking fullback who is
Just what is his "old self?" often on a par with anybody, anyA strong, hard driving back with where.
good lateral movement," says
Or perhaps they should considCoach Jim Miller, who also add- er the words of the veteran Bosed, "He's a fine blocker, besides." ton writer who once wrote:
Brendan does have excellent bal- "Harry Crump was a good fullance. He is a twisting runner, back for BC. Mike
Holovak was
who often spins away from tacka great one. But Brendan Mclers.
he's something else."
Carthy
Brendan feels that much unAmen.

Brendan McCarthy

TC YG YL NY Avg. TD
Sophomore
189 905
4 901 4.76
4
Junior
139 595
9 585 4.21
2
Senior
67 305
4 301 3.00
3
Career
395 1805 17 1788 4.47
9
Career Rushes: 2nd behind Joe Johnson (401)
Career Yards Net: 1788?New Record passing up
Joe Johnson who had 1707

?
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I won't go into
business when
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D b. It's graduate school for me.
D c. My mother wants me to be
Can't argue with c), but before you
check a) or b) ?pencils up! There have
been some changes. Drastic changes in
the business scene. But changes in the
vox populi attitude regarding business
...especially on campus...just haven't
kept pace.
Take the belabored point that business turns you into a jellyfish. The men
who run most of the nation's successful
firms didn'* arrive by nepotism, by
trusting an Ouija board, or by agreeing
with their bosses. Along the way, a wellmodulated "No" was said. And backed
up with the savvy and guts today's business demands.
In short, individualityis highlyprized
in much of the business world-the
successful much. Even when the busi 7
ness is big. Like Western Electric, the
manufacturing and supply unit of the
Bell System.
We provide communications equipment for our Bell System teammates,
the Bell telephone companies. This
takes a lot of thought, decisions, strong
stands for our convictions, (and some-

.
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times some mistakes
we're human,
every 160,000of us).
pays
off. Not only in
Individuality
raises, but in personal reward as well.
Like an engineer who knew deep down
that there was a better way to make a
certain wire connector-and did. Or a
WE gal who streamlined time-consuming office procedures, and saved us
some $63,000 a year.
Rewards and accolades. For saying
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"No." For thinking creatively and mmdividually. For doing. Not every hour
is Fun Hour, but if you've got imagination and individuality-you've got it
made. With a business like Western
Electric. We'll even help you answer
b) with our Tuition Refund program.
Come on in and go for President!
/jl\ us +.
rt
-* *
I J&.)rvvSrvM tI^CTFtC
manufacturing& sumr unit Of thebell system
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I know nobody asked me but:
Dick Kroner and Gary Andrachik could start for
any football team in the East and possibly for any team
By REID OSLIN
in the country. Kroner from his middle guard position
Associated Sports Editor
and Andrachik from the left linebacker slot have been
Boston College's quarterbacks got over a two-year case of amnesia last Satur- consistently outstanding on an otherwise spotty defenday. They remembered that Brendan Mc Carthy is a pretty good runner inside the sive unit. Kroner just about destroyed the Maine center
10-yard line as well as in the middle of t he field, and started handing him the ball last week as he crashed over the poor guy on nearly
near the goal line.
every play.
Now that the Young Dems have named Louise
Brendan responded by scoring Big No. 44 had a great day on 1707 yards. Brendan now has 1788
Day Hicks their "Woman of the Year", will they sethree touchdowns
on runs of his other runs too. He picked up career yards, and still has fewer
lect Jim Miller as their "Man of the Year".
one, one and two yards
as the 99 yards with only 16 carries, en- carries than the old BC workIf the new Madison Sq. Garden is finished in time
Eagles swamped the University abling him to break Joe John- horse of the early 1950's.
for
UCLA-BC basketball game, there will arise the
of Maine, 56-0.
the
son's school rushing record of Elsewhere on the field Saturproblem
of finding a suitable place of pre- and postday, Boston College had a field
game refreshment for the Eagle fans. Mickey Walkers,
day. Passers Mike Fallon and
the traditional watering hole at 49th St. and Eighth
Joe Marzetti completed seven of
Ave.
is too far away from the location of the new
12 aerials between them for 108
Garden
at 34th and Eighth. Perhaps the Courtside Club
yards, while running backs Terry
Erwin, Dave Bennett, Skip Cop- could send a scouting expedition to New York to investiGeme Commella, Jim Tou- gate the various bars situated further downtown. Tom
The Boston College male student body is a relatively pola,
pal and Mike Johnson got a Breslin, Courtside Club President, might even be willing
homogeneous entity. As such, it exhibits many of the
to head up such an expedition himself!
qualities one might expect in such a group. One of these chance to really show their stuff.
The hockey team is going with sophomore cenCenter Alan Borsari, who was
is the possession of the attributes, or lack of same, genters
on each of the first three lines so far this year.
erally assigned to a monster we shall call the Sports subbing for the injured Mike
That's a lot of inexperience at this vital position bat
Evans,
did
a
terrific
and
job,
Fan. Among his primary activities is talking loud and
in Tim Sheeny, John Sullivan, and Tim Ahem
long in freely-given generalities about that of which he his teammates awarded him me
there's also a lot of talent.
game
for
his
ferocious
ball
knows a good deal less than he thinks.
Special congratulations are extended to Charley
the
blocking
against
middle
of
Football is the best case in point. A few attentive
the basketball referee, for setting an NCAArecord
Deal,
Sunday afternoons at thefeet of the Paul Christmans of the Maine line.
by calling a technical foul in an intra-squad game Deal,
The defensive squad also got a
this world make us all knowledgeable about this excita short, red-faced, bald-headed guy who reffed about
ing game, or so we think. If you can throw out a few chance to be on center stage, and five BC games last year, slapped the technical on Terry
casual references to safety blitzes and fly patterns, and halfback Jim Catone and line- Driscoll during a BC scrimmage, last week.
recite the entire New York Giants' secondary, you can backer Gary Andrachik stole the
The real reason Carl Kovvalski was hired as
join the club. Better yet, if you are also a BC student, show.
Director of Student Activities was to give Rev.
this gridiron intelligence entitles you to play the school's Catine blocked a kick to set up
George Drury more time for his other job as the
number one autumn indoor sport. It's called "Malign the one TD and recovered a fumble
Ajax
White Knight.
in the end zone to score another.
Coach."
I
don't
want to scare anybody but BC is being conOn Saturday afternoons, you can quaff a few cold Andrachik made seven unassist- sidered (just
you) for the cover on
considered,
ones and play it in the open air. It's very simple. Every ed tackles, intercepted one pass, Sports Illustrated college mind
basketball
issue. The actual
and
up
another,
generally
time the BC team makes a mistake or fails to move the broke
probability
coming about, I think, is quite small,
ball to your satifaction, just sing a few choruses of "Bye, gave the Black Bear offense fits. since even ifofSIthis
decides not to feature UCLA there are
Bye, Miller," shout a couple of well-chosen innuendoes,
The only sad note to the vicstill a few (not many, but a few) college teams that will
display
your
and otherwise
obvious football savoir-faire. tory march was the loss of have be rated higher than the Eagles. But then again
You are encouraged to be inventive, but never get caught punter Mike Robertson, who SportstoIllustrated
has done crazier things in its time
cheering or sounding in any way encouraging.
was racked up just as he kicked they must never be underestimated.
The above is a primer for a practice which is bethe ball. Robbie suffered a knee
In case anybody was wondering, Keith Hochcoming BC's most prominent public shame. Our "sports injury, and we will probably
stein is alive and throwing elbows in Worcester,
fans" go around patting themselves on the back for supnot see action against CincinMassachusetts.
porting the winter sports teams. They form clubs and nati tomorrow.
The "Play of the Week" in pro football must go
buy season tickets and follow the teams everywhere. For Maine, it was a different
It's easy?these teams are winners. But with the foot- story. End Gene Bermer, full- to Babe Parilli who started to throw a pass against the
ball team it's a case of "What have you done for us back Charlie Yanush, halfback New York Jets last Sunday and, apparently having
lately?" Or, there is always the chronic wail, "They Charlie Harney and halfback second thoughts on the subject, rifled the ball into the
ground two feet in front of him. Kyle Rote, the t.v.
never win the big ones."
Bob Farrell were ready for the
In his first four seasons on the Heights, Jim Miller infirmary before the final gun color commentator, should ?Jso get some sort of award
for comparing the Babe's miscue to a baseball player
was a winning coach. Last year he was 4-6. The resultant sounded.
having the ball stick in his mitt, thus ignoring the fact
poured
Heights
howl was unbelievable. Letters
into the
The Eagles succeeded in pre- that a baseball player throws
the ball with his free hand
asserting that Miller didn't win the "big ones" at Detroit,
senting an entertaining display of and not his glove hand. Kyle can be excused, though,
either. That is, he didn't beat Iowa, or Michigan State. firepower,
and hopefully, it was since the way the Babe was passing he might have been
So what? Ara Parseghian was at Northwestern then, a preview of
things to come.
wearing a mitt on his throwing hand after all.
and his team didn't get on the scoreboard against them.
It must be conceded that the Eagles have lost to
some "inferior" opponents, at least on the surface. BC
went into the Buffalo game a six-point underdog. But
when they lost, you would have thought they had been
skunked by Suffolk U., judging by the reaction. BC is
not "at the crossroads." The decision has been made to
schedule a slate of teams running the gamut from the
respectable to the regionally superior. The recruiting is
more or less concentrated in the New England-New York
area, with a few exceptions, and it will remain that way.
We will not beat Syracuse, Army, and Perm State often,
but as a local prophet once noted, "We'll win more than
we lose."
Face it, friend, we will never be in the top ten or
even the top thirty. To accomplish these questionably
desirable goals it would be necessary to let down academic barriers on a wholesale basis or adopt the playfor-pay type of athletic scholarship that borders on the
ridiculous. And most people are satisfied with the status
quo when the team is having a good year. This is not a
good year. So all of a sudden our sports-useless alumni
are staying away in droves. They pay five dollars a
ticket, and when attendance drops, the athletic budget
develops an acute crimp.
If the day comes that Jim Miller is dropped as head
coach, it will be because of these same "loyal" alumni
and their very desirable long green. And if the team continues to play to a yawning assemblage that couldn't
pass a quorum call at a Harold Stasser Fan Club meeting, Miller will go, if only to restore the old box-office
rush.
So the coach is caught in the middle, between the
overbearing but necessary alumni and the vocal but
powerless students. The Athletic Association deserves a
Photo by Dave Flanagan
IHE POWER exurrn
SWEEP
shifts into high gear against Maine last Saturday as Mike Johnson takes the
lot of credit for standing by him and the team. Obvi- Tout
from Joe Marzetti and prepares to follow fullback Jim Toupal around end. Mike Nevard (number 68)pitchand
ously no one else around here is going to do it.
cChris Markey (number 67) are the pulling guards on this play.
witeffort
hstreoangm
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CINCINNATI NEXT;
EAGLES PUSH .500
By KEVIN KELLEY
Sports Staff

Jim Miller is leaving the not so happy confines of Alumni Stadium this weekend and is taking his young men West in search of a
win over the University of CSneinnaiji and, consequently, a .500
record.

With the 56-0 stomp of Maine tucked neatly away behind an
asterisk in the record book (it was the biggest point spread since
the 76-0 win over Holy Cross in '49), the Eagles are now looking to
make it two in arow against theBearcats from Ohio.
Cincinnati is one of six schools which make up the Missouri Valley Conference, a league with a national reputation for a hard hitting
style of play.
They have suffered losses to Dayton, Memphis State, Xavier,
Tulsa, and North Texas State, while beating only Wichita in six
starts, and will be trying to salvage a measure of pride in an
otherwise disheartening season.

BC has been concentrating on offensive blocking during the
week's practice session and will undoubtedly be seeking to balance
their passing attack with the running game they developed against
Maine.

. . of. will
have to pit his
another fine

HALFBACK TERRY ERWIN
speed and power against that

tomorrow

...

The Bearcats operate, primarily, from a flex&le I-formation dean equal amount of stress on both the passing and
running aspects of their offiense.

runner signed to place

BC net duo falls;
Curtain in semis
BC tennis team captain 801l
Meakem and Kip Curtain participated in the Brandeis Invitational Tennis Tournament Oct. 22,
with Curtain making it to the
semi-finals before being eliminated.
Both Meakem and Curtain won
first-round matches. Meakem defeated John Powers of Assump-

tion College, 6-2, 6-3, while Curtain got the best of Jim Clarke
of Coast Guard, 6-3, 63.
Meakem was eliminated in the
second round, 5-7, 5-7, by Andy
Isloff of URL Isloff was later
eliminated by the eventual tourney winner, John Mayotte of

make the semi-finals.

record tomorrow. The seventh time Brendan
carries the ball will establish a new mark in
that category by giving him 402 career carries.
While this contest will receive very little in
the way of national coverage, it is for Boston College a most important game.
A win will put the Eagles at the .500 mark and
in strong position to go on to a successful and
satisfying season. A loss, however, would result
in a 2-4 record and could easily lead to one of the
most disastrous campaigns in many years.

frosh.

In their home debut, the young total to 391 yards for the year,
Eaglets amazed a crowd of 2,500
with a wide-open passing attack
and a very stingy defense. The
passes
"Red-to-Fred" bomb
from Harris to WiUis
connected for three long touchdowns of
60, 67, and 27 yards.
?

?

BILL MEAKEM

The showing by both players
prompted Meakem to state, "The
future of the tennis team is very
bright. No one graduated last
year and we're all probably better than we were last year."

Small (5' 9", 168) but quick
George GUI scored the game's
winning touchdown, and took
rushing honors with 110 yards
for an 11.0 average. Flanker
Willis increased his receivmg

on ten catches.

The key to the game was the
Eagles' goal-line stand on the
three at the conclusion of the
first quarter of play. Middle
guard Tom McLaughlin and
tackle Dan Tonzi repulsed the

hands as an open receiver. Gill's

punting, for a 33-yard average,
repeatedly got the Eagles out of
poor field position.
The BC frosh out-hustled the
Crusaders' linemen to contain the
HC ground game. Linebackers

...

and Orrie Scarminach. Passer
Harris seemed to have all day
in the pocket, unlike his Holy
Cross counterpart Mowatt.

BC hooters
top Terriers

Crusaders on third-and-inches,
and the Eagles recovered on
The Eagles soccer team scored
downs at their own four.
upset victory last Friday
The Crusaders' vaunted pair, an
against
BU and boosted their
quarterback Mark Mowatt and
end Xim McClowery, weren't at record to 5-4-1 with four more
all impressive as BC defensive games to play.
Roman Martinez, playing rightbacks Ed Rainsford and Bill Balfor the injured Frank
inside
"
mat muzzled the passing game.
Mwaura,
scored two goals and
Howatt did better on the ground,
but was backed up by a rela- Alonso Viilegas scored one goal
tively weak crew of HC running and assisted Martinez for his
backs.
For BC, Coach Emerson
Dickie used Frank Harris and
Joe Scott as rotating signalcallers. Harris played most of
the game, and showed a tremendous arm with good timing.
Scott did a very good job for
the Eaglets' ground game.
Halfback Gill played a strong
outside game, and showed sure

YES. IT WAS BLOCKED
rout last Saturday.

routEagletsH3C, 7-13

-

Curtain, on the other hand, pro-

complete the upset.
Before losing to Lee Draisin
of Springfield College, 4-6, 4-6,
Curtain had breezed past Richard Shapiro of Tufts, 6-3, 6-2, to

McCarthy, who had his best day of the
broke the total yardage record, will be goiing after still another
year against Maine and

A highly touted Holy Cross freshman team, rated possibly the best in the
East, left Alumni Stadium last Sunday on the short end of a 37-13 rout by the BC

Holy Cross.

ceeded to upset third-seeded Mark
Young of Holy Cross by the scores
of 1-6, 64, 10-8. At one point in
the third set, Curtain was down
6-7 with Young at double match
point, but Curtain fought back to

Bearcat coach Homer Rice feels that while
his players are giving a tremendous effort to
their play they are nonetheless breaking down
on a lot of little filings. Their major problem
seems to be one of inconsistency for they have
earned the praise of their coach and followers
for making many a big play and yet they have
still allowed an average of 361 yards a game.
Sophomore Mike Fallon will again be starting
at quarterback and will most likely be throwing
more this Saturday than he did a week ago, as
Cincinnati is considered a far tougher team to
run against than the Bears from Maine.
This will give two time All-East end Jim Kavanaugh the opportunity to play more than he did
last week when McCarthy, Erwin, and Bennett
were doing the bulk of the work.

...

CINCINNATI'S LLOYD PATE
a high-leaping
tailback, 6-2, 190, who is also the Missouri Valley
Conference's leading rusher.

Gene Ferris, John Michaels, and
Mike Corrigan played well until
pulled out late in the game, at
the 37-7 mark.
Strongpoint of the offensive
Photo by Frank Fernino
interior linemen
BC's Jim Catone sped in on Maine's punfer to block his effort during the 56-0 squad were
Rich Kurowski, Gary Guenther,

final goal in the 3-1 defeat.
The game remained tied with
no team in the scoring box until
the third period when BCs offense opened up and scored twice.

The first by Martinez was taken
off a pass from halback Tony
Garofaolo and hit past the inexperienced BU goalie who was
substituting for the regular. Viilegas' score was a rifle shot into
the nets from the left side after
the assist from "Saab" Sarno.
Viilegas scored his third point of
the year on a pass to Martinez
who "used his head" for the final
BC tally.
An effective effort from the defense kept the strong Terriers
from scoring until the last minute
of play when it didn't really matter anyway. As usual, goalie Billy
Plunkert had a superlative day
and he figured greatly in the
fifth win of the season.
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Selfcishn.atrumc onfusion
freak-outs presented by psuedodid they
Q: These friends
respectable reporters in shocked "turn you on" for the first time?
(John Elberling is a former
or clinical tones to their shocked A: Yes.
Boston College student who withreaders who are properly conQ: Did that make you decide to
drew midway through the spring cerned and immensely titillated.
live in the Haight-Ashbury?
semester of 1966 and returned to
In the meantime: poster sales in A: No.
his native California. He is now
I had already gradually
the hundreds of thousands, record
in Boston and wrote this article
decided to forget about achievein the millions, psychedelic ment,
success, and respectability,
at the request of The Heights- sales
nightclubs, topless hippies, tourist
Ed.)
and just try to enjoy my life.
buses and souvenirs. Yes, the Hip- Making
friends first was preferTHE HIPPIES
pie Movement was pushed for all
able to showing up as a naive
When hippies wake up one
it was worth; and still is
stranger, as so many kids did.
morning
So it grew rapidly. A few were
And see their world collapse,
like the first
individuals with Q: Then your intentions were
They'll scream, "Ye gods! What their own values, who wanted to selfish.
happened!"
live their own way. Quite a few A: Entirely.
Together in one wild gasp.
Q: Are all these people selfish,
were just curious, and harmless if
They'll gather their ju-nk
they were honest about it. The then?
A: There are many degrees of
together,
others: faddists, runaways, exciteAnd scatter, like rats, back
there, and many variement seekers, college students, selfishness
By JOHN ELBERLING

?

not the hanger-on "hippies" of
late?lt's their LIFE. It isn't being
lived because of its possible future
importance, but because it's right
for them TODAY. Some hope to
change others too, but first they
do it themselves. Do Your Thing
they say?that's what it means.
Q: Would you like to see everybody in the world doing this?
A: I would like to see everybody in the world who is unhappy
because they are not doing this,

do this.
Q: If I asked another longhaired person these same questions, would I get the same
answers.
A: Of course not. I've met a
altruism,
of
conties,
and
much
wonderful
man who believes that
who couldn't decide, sociologist
the "hippies" are the re-incarnattypes, and exploiters; most acting fusion.
Q: But it is really a selfish ed spirits of the Indians, coming
the way they thought they were
back to re-claim their lost lands.
supposed to act: LOVE Hair thing.
A: So is getting to heaven. Yes, Crazy, but a gentle, sincere perBeads DMT
Bare Feet Boots the
most fortunate people in the son. He would give you different
Haight-Ashbury, as anywhere are answers. So would most anyone
those who have made what they else.
want to do coincide with what
Q: Do you believe in life on
they think they should do.
other worlds?
Q: Do they see it that way too? A: Do you?
A: Very few. There are a zillion
m JULY 12-13
co-existing value systems. CyniAN UNUSUAL DAY
cism about the outside world is
common. Cynicism about oneself Tony and Sydney still lived in
isn't. This is just my own per- the apartment with Carver, Linda,
spective. Ask someone else and and myself?the other five or six
you will certainly get a different who had been with us on July Ist
John
had gone their own ways or been
one.
Hari Krishna Macrobiotics God Q: So why do you associate with asked to leave. They had all been
Sex Do Your Thing Speed Crash- these people then?
hold-overs from Carver and
Pads Free Food Peace. And A: Because there is still more Linda's 911 Ashbury crash pad
everywhere, in all categories, honesty, sincerity, and courage at- where three rooms had been sleepscrewed up, mixed up, hung-up tempted, if nothing else, by many ing quarters for thirty or more.
We spent the night at a bar
people, looking for the Answer, or of these individuals than in much
a Saviour, anything but to be larger portions of the "straight" called the Dirty Bird, listening to
honest with themselves about world. I just would rather be with our friend Bernie's band, called
Just Us. Walking back to our new
themselves.
.
people like that
But now the* Hippie Movement Q: What's it like, day-to-day?
Clayton St. apartment we had an
I went ahead and
is dying. The screwed up have A: I don't work
when I was argument
found out: a new pose, dope; thrown out of the family I got a reached home first. The door was
neither helps. The students have "stake"
enough for a while. locked and I had to pound several
got to go back
hang on to that Most of the people would work a minutes before Tony finally an2rSl
while, quit a while, and then work swered and opened. He was
The hippies are restless and again. Or sell dope. You cook, stoned on acid and obviously terthe runaways are having too hard clean, buy food, meet friends and rified. Everything in the aparta time. Sociologists have statis- get involved in doing things with ment was turned upside down and
ticized, categorized and debunked them, or do things on your own. spread over the floor. Tony finally
managed to explain that the police
it; they're all getting out, going Q: Like what?
home, or somewhere else: The A: The park, beach, music, pan- had come and searched everything
Hippies are disappearing.
al- without a warrant, after two FBI
handling, favors, errands
What will be left? What there ways something
every night, men had originally showed up
asking questions about the murwas before, and a few more; all worn out.
of them a lot wiser, but still "DoQ: Sounds like an empty exist- ders of two border guards?and
caught Tony in the middle of his
ing their Thing." That was corny, ence
all trivia.
trip. He was wanted, he said, in
but it was real, and these people
are real. Wait and see.
New York, for something?he was
afraid they would come back for
II SOME LIKELY AND UNLIKEhim. Don't tell anyone my name,
LY QUESTIONS
he kept saying, put me in a corSIMILARLY ANSWERED
ner and throw blankets and matQ: Of course we're all just dytresses over me.
ing to hear about your fantastic
If it had happened any day in
drug experiences
the previous two weeks, all of us
A: Read Look, Parade, or the
would have been, well, finished.
Christian Science Monitor?they'll
Upstairs solid acid; downstairs:
tell you everything.
crystal; the basement: amphetaQ: Well, did you see God, find
mine; and the other place on our
Elberling
heaven, discover infinity, grasp
floor: everything. And they all
your spirit, or re-conceive your
A: That's your value system. gave it away to us. But somehow
personality on LSD, grass, speed, Most try to be in some ways like that night we were clean.
DMT, STP, smack, or wine?
a child-always discovering, makCarver and Linda arrived with
ing fresh combinations, really Cathy,
A: No.
a college junior staying
Q: Well, then, why did you use grasping simple things. Once you with us a week to collect data for
drugs?
re-learn how, you can't be bored a philosophy paper. I walked to
A: For fun.
There's so much.
the Free Clinic to get LSD rescue
Q: Does anyone have such Q: Is Anything coming out of all service for Tony, and found them
art, for instance?
this
visions?
stoned too. So I brought Tony
A: Those who want to.
A: Art, certainly
the music, down there myself; he was given
I won't say "hip- in particular
bands such as the Thorazine, a tranquilizer, and put
Q: Aren't
pies"
all these people always Grateful Dead, the Doors, the in the tank, a soft music, candletalking about drugs?
Cream
all taking music places lit room, safe from police. A
A: The ones that have nothing it has never been before. Investi- doctor talked with him and calmed
unabashed eclecticism him
more intelligent to say.
gation,
down. I went home and to bed
Q: How did you get into this freshness?art, for the first time, while two old friends of Carver
type of life, anyway?
really becoming an important part dropped by to shoot meth in the
A: By going to the Fillmore and of the day-to-day sensations of bathroom and everyone else
Avalon, meeting some Haight- large numbers of people.
cleaned up. It was one o'clock.
Ashbury people there, and making
Q: But of what importance is Crashing, shouting, and screamwhat has happened in, say, the
some friends.
ing woke me up fast not long
Q: Did you go for that reason? Haight-Ashbury?
after?ran into the kitchen and saw
A: No. I went for the music
A: To the people who are living this big spade?John Brown?who
which I had heard was good and this way, wherever they are?the had crashed at Carver's old place
discovered was really good new, sincere, un-hypocritical people I
different.
have been speaking of all along?
(Continued on Page Four)
?

home;
They'll wander panhandling all
over,
Discarded, disgraced, and alone.
The girls will return all
pregnant,
With syphilis and gonorrhea
Two "presents" from their
loving

friends
To comfort them, year-to-year.
The Mafia will have made its
money;
The boys will have had their
The world will be then much
cleaner,
Relieved of these human
wrecks.
Harry Dee
OBITUARY
Thank
The Hippies Are Dead
God! Dying anyway. Newsweek
Time,
has just informed us
Look, Post
the wire services TV
the foreign press
and Reader's
Digest are dressing for the FUNerpreparing to throw their
al
respective clods of dirt on the coffin: So Long, Freaks.
Well they should. The "mass
media" created the "Hippies" to
begin with. Before, in 1965, there
were several hundred largely
ignored people in San Francisco,
?

?

..

.

?

?

?

New York, and Southern California living personal, individuincreasingly hairy,
alistic lives
?

increasingly gaudy, increasingly
stoned. Then, in 1966, The Discovery
by the cops, the moralists, and the press.
?

There were as many reasons as
people

?

personal, psychological

a common rejection of being
"normal"
but it could only be
grasped one person at a time, one
perspective at a time, one universe at a time. The newspapers
and subscription kingpins never
made the attempt, and most
Americans probably would never
have understood it anyway; most
don't even see the realities of
themselves. But it wasn't left ignored any longer, because somebody realized that here was a
Good Thing.
Circulation + Re-election +
Moral Outrage + "Social Concern" + Resentment of the Young
?

?

=

The Invention of the Hippie.

Coined by God-Knows-Who, a ridiculous mish-mash of generalizations: Long Hair Odd Clothes
LOVELSD Sex Flowers Blow Your
poured into a million
Mind Sin
minds a day with feature stories,
?

photo

advertising, TV
mis-re-creations, comic strips, Sunday sermons, nudie flicks, and
crime statistics one huge pile of
stupid barf.
Of course, the New York Times,
Time, and Huntley-Brinkley went
"beneath the surface" and found
(Ah-Ha!): Tragedy, Unhappiness,
and Insecurity! What did they expect to find? Milton Berle?
Would anyone care to guess
what goes on beneath the surface of the local laundromat?
But that is too close to home.
Better lurid tales of depravity and
essays,

?
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Rock: San Francisco. PartI

Deathtwenty-one

By BILL DALTON And TOM LAW

By RICHARD HAMILTON

Country Joe and the Fish, a San Francisco group that broke up recently, has released on
has another recorded and awaiting release. Theformer album is outstanding in the quality of the reco
because Sam Charters produced it, mostly because of th c professionalism of the band itself.
"Flying High, the first cut on the
album, is a fairly light number
about someone getting hung up
trying to hitch a ride while stoned.
He gets picked up by two sympathetic fellows, who, realizing his
condition, put him on a plane and
send him home. The song has
some cute lyrics and is good instrumentally but, thankfully, the

But, you know, when you look
into her eyes,
All she's learned, she's had
to memorize.

Whenyou meet a pretty girl at
a party and she starts talking
Time magazine, you've met Martha Lorraine. Joe thinks these
girls are the result of the city and
its shallow sophistication:
Well, you know, that it's a
album gets better.
shame and a pity
"Not SoSweet Martha Lorraine" You were raised up in the city,
has very good guitar runs and a
And you never learned nothin'
rhythm & blues organ part but is 'bout country ways.
strongest in its lyrics. The whole "Death
Sound" is obviously
song is a cynical put-down of
rooted in the Blues but it is a
phony women?phony, sophisticat- stronger, more emphatic blues beed city girls. We know them as the cause Joe uses more forceful
earnest and sincere college girls
language to convey his ideas.
who have no minds. Girls who We're not denigrating the Chicago
dominate the social scene but have
traditions, whence this song takes
nothing inside. Joe says,
its structure, because Waters,
Her face keeps flashing like
Rush, and other bluesmen have
she's got die knack.
come up with some emotionally
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by JOHN CHANOWSKI

There has been considerable Times, Mr. Bosley Crowther, has
discussion lately about the use repeatedly denounced Bonnie and
and abuse of violence in cinema, Clyde for moral and historical
much of it prompted by the War- reasons. The film's chief fault,
ren Beatty-Arthur Perm film Bon- he claims, it is lack of historinie and Clyde.
cal truth. Bonnie and Clyde "is
The film recounts various epi- a cheap piece of bald faced slapsodes in the career of the Clyde stick comedy that treats the
Barrow-BonnieParker gang which hidious depredations of that
roamed the Southwest during the sleazy, moronic pair as though
full of fun and
19305. Bonnie and Clyde, we may they were
safely say, is a violent film. Dur- frolic."
ing the course of its 111 minutes In reality, he asserts that Bon18 people are gunned down; and nie was an "ugly and vicious
at the end, as one synopsis re- little dame"; Clyde a "snakeleased by Warner Bros, states, eyed murderer"; and the historiBonnie and Clyde are shot cal counterpart of C. W. Moss
eighty-seven times.
"a snivelling punk."
Violence on film is, of course,
nothing new. Any western or It takes little perceptiveness
gangster movie worth its salt when viewing the film to see that
is bound to have several first neither Clyde nor Bonnie nor C.
Mr. Growthclass shoot-outs, but the question W. are portrayed as
they actually were. But
er
insists
of the abuse of violence becomes
more significant in the case of this historical inaccuracy makes
Bonnie and Clyde because of the the film morally insidious for "no
film's heavy slant in this direc- matter how much one discovers
(the film's) killers
tion so actively and continuously. later that its
The film recruits our support are a bit distorted and absurd, it
has built up its sympathy for
and sympathy for Bonnie and
them."
Clyde and their gang that we may
But this analysis, it seems to
legitimately question whether it
me,
is faulty for it does not acrepresents anything more than the
vulgar glamorization of a pair of cept the film on its own terms.
Whether Bonnie and Clyde is, as
hoods.
In addition, Bonnie and Clyde Mr. Crowther claims, historically
has been praised and damned false, I do not know; nor, as long
so often for reasons that seem so as the film does not purport to
totally removed from the actual be historical, do I critically care.
film that it would be good to ex- Such a denunciation as his should
amine some of them and to ask be based mure on the film itself
whether the excessive violence in than its supposed non-conformity
it does not serve some intended to historical fact
Much more interesting are the
constructive purpose.
The critic for the New York remarks of Warren Beatty, the
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indicated, evident for it in the
film itself. Clyde obviously sympathizes with the disillusioned
farmer whose land has been reclaimed, and the wandering poor
was.
of the country do seize upon
During the Depression he ex- Bonnie and Clyde as their heroes.
plained, "a socio-economic situaSignificantly, the first bank
tion existed which provided the Clyde attempts rob has recently
rationale for tyo psychotics" to failed. Nor are Bonnie and Clyde
go on their wild spree. He fur- in the film psychotics. True,
ther claimed that at the time Clyde is impotent with Bonnie but
people were extremely "disillu the film explicitly rejects the
sioned with the Establishment," theory that his robbing banks is
with the "laws," with the banks. a substitute for potency. At the
The comments are instructive end of the film after he had finalbecause they find correlatives in ly been able to make it with
the film itself. The risks which Bonnie, he claims that if he had
the Barrow gang take to rescue it all to do over again, he might
Blanche, one of their members, work out of two states instead
after an ambush is contrasted of one.
with the decision of a group of What can we say in conclusion?
policemen chasing the gang to Bonnie and Clyde is a violent
halt the chase because they film, yes; but there does seem
might be hurt.
to be an attempt to portray their
On another occasion, when rob- actions as socially meaningful.
bing a bank, Clyde refuses to Whether there is enough motivatake money from a poor farmer tion for these actions is the cruwho happened to be in the bank cial question which each viewer
at the time.
must answer for himself.
At the beginning of the film
there is a wonderfully expressive
scene where Bonnie and Clyde
are at a deserted farmhouse. The
farmer who had owned the property and his colored helper stop
by; and, in a gesture of communication with them, Clyde offers them a gun that they might
riddle the sign on the front
parch proclaiming that the farm
has been repossessed by the local
bank.
Near the end of the film, after
Bonnie and Clyde have been
wounded in an ambush, a group
of homeless migrants, to whom
the pair have become folk heroes,
offer them what meager aid they
can.
There does seem to be then at
least some attempt to provide motivation for the violent actions of
Bonnie and Clyde in the film. A
recent review of the film, in fact,
claimed that Bonnie and Clyde is
one of the most significant films
in decades because its theme is
violent social revolution.
Although Beatty himself scoffed
at the idea, there is, as I have
star and producer of the film.
When asked at a recent interview
in Boston whether there was a
concern with social conscience in
the film, he replied that there

powerful music, but this group has "Superbird," an ;
T
come up with more vivid lyrics. ture of Lyndon Jo
For example:
the protest soni
i
Country Joe and
I feel the black nails
poundin' now,
toire, one can t t
Into the coffin of our love.
this song is a lei
While "Porpoise Mouth" is not folk-protest past.
as stimulating instrumentally as category of the ba
some of the other cuts, the lyrics
"Sad and Lonelj
more than make up for it. In fact
good and bad. It'
this song may have the best, at
any rate the most poetic lines in it is pleasing, or
all of rock music. Joe McDonald ant in music and
has a rare ability for painting bad because this 1
been done by man;
word pictures:
the Lovin' Spoonf,
ducks
the
fly
past
The white
on
It
is heavily coun,
sun,
Their wings flash silver at the and folk oriented «
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LOGAN'S RUN by William F.
Nolan and George Clayton Johnson, 1967, Dial Press, N.Y., $3.95.
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"Section 43," the last number on particularly
ugh it is not
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ongir
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the first side, is made up of just spectful
>it is a re4j. i
Li in *t
nod
Qirecuon ot
what the title indicates?sections. »,
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In the first, the organ states the Berry Gordy and
happy and bright from the first
Good listening, b
Jounxry
main theme in an Eastern vein,
the Fish do
and
organ
solo winch is reminiscent of
ay more inwinch is picked up by the lead
an old cowboy-western theme in a
guitar. They combine at the end in teresting things.
a chord progression. The drummer "Bass Strings"
slightly altered form. Here we
uses mallets to achieve a comple- a fact which is i
have the same technique of
from
the lyrics. 1
mentary Eastern effect.
,
people who thematic variation, discussed in
In the second section the band have never taken
,
igs, it is an
connection with "Section 43."
to explain
**.'
shows that it can paint musical attempt
at happens;
«.
who
for
those
ha
*
If the last three cuts are taken
pictures as well as word pictures.
the song is
probably a statem
TT
as
a whole, the idea of the internotes
guitar
plays
that sound
The
of a feeling.
lude is, perhaps, more understand,
like water dripping from trees , Either way,
1
3ver, Joes
' i
. , able. In the vocal there is another
after a rain. Then, the original ,hauntingZ. falsetto
_.
supported example of the zany carnival-type
i,
?.
~ toe instrui
theme is re-stated, first by the by the
melody and rhythm which blends
harmonica solo, and later by the makes at easy foi
into the guitar and organ solos of
The lyri
whole band. The song grows in in- predate.
,
are another the next part.
,
tensity in this part
example
r , of Joe s
ity to trans~
form abstract id
Then, the bass comes in, using
is
of
ina
sort
mto vivid
part
The fourth
language:
a fuzz-tone, forming a basis for
terlude and doesn't correspond to
the harmonica solo. A sharp break
the main melody line. It is in an I believe I'll g
ut to the
and a lead-ki by the drummer culseashore,
old-time waltz rhythm and has a
minate in a restatement of the
Let the \vav<
hurdy-gurdy melody, played by
wash my
,
theme laid down in the introducmind;
the guitar. The organ comes back
tion. Similarities in the construcup
my
heai
to play the front 'line of the earlier Open
tion of the two instrumentals are
Just to see wb
sections only with more variations.
can find.
evident, but "Masked Marauder"
This brings to mind Vivaldi in The shadowy orj
is used more for the purpose of a
m
whose music each instrument ground, the muted
fc break between "Bass Strings" and
plays variations on a basic the- guitar runs all ec
to t^ "Grace," than as an individual
matic structure. The guitar here mood of mystery.
lßSuttjga
piece of music.
adds a stronger version of what .unity, .of words i
music not
?.
The final song, "Grace," might
was done in the first and third found in many oft
songs.
be the best cut on the album.
also
sections. Finally, the second sec. the
"Masked Maraut
It
was
written for Grace Slick of
is
secthe
repeated
dripping
tion is
with
ond instrumental o
eatan H the Jefferson Airplane. The guitar
guitar notes underlined by the haris a musical intern
between the work is not outstanding, but it is
sympathetic fairly continuous i
monica playing
d rf ..^ very harmonious and subtle. It
chords and the organ playing Strings," and "G
fc |fc
fits. The best parts of this cut are
that
another
chords
wash overone
sense it can bee,
to the to be found, again, in Joe's lyrics
ared
as the song, fades out.
technique of c«
m and in the drummer'simaginative
The second side opens with drama. The mood
this song is use of special effects.
These effects are molded to the
rest of the song in a way that produces, not an added melange of
electronic sounds, but almost another instrument supporting the
vocal, and the mood. The actual
drumming, the conventional drummoon.
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ming, is tasteful, especially the
use of cymbals.

Joe's vocal technique matches
perfectly the mood in both timbre
and pitch The lyrics are important but are so much an integral
part of the whole that to separate
them from the song is to diminish
their beauty and effectiveness.
Essentially, "Grace" is a love
song, but it should not be confused
with a song by Sinatra or Bobby
Vee. The group has worked an old
theme into a fresh and vibrant

ballad.

Faye Dunaway as Bonnie

from child rearing to grave-digThese are questions outside the
ging is done by machine. A special scope of the novel since they deal
police force known as "Sandmen" with the validity of the book's preexists
to track down and kill suppositions rather than with the
If it is true that a good job of"
storytelling can often compensate "runners," or people who refuse book itself, but they are questions
for thematic shortcomings in a to submit to death Deep Sleep it which the reader must consider
before he can accept the novel's
novel, then the authors of Logan's is called?when they reach 21.
Nevertheless,
a certain number message.
Run would have to be regular
Uncle Remuses to make their of runners do escape to a place In any case, the action of the
work succeed. The novel's inten- called Sanctuary through the ef- story, although usually fast-paced,
tion of picturing a computerized forts of a legendary figure known seems to assume the most ludifuture society is too stale to he of as Ballard.
crous course possible, thus sealany worth per se (Remember
The story concerns the efforts ing its doom without necessitating
1984? Brave New World? Walden of
a
Sandman-turned-runner a discussion of message. In one
n?).
named Logan to find Sanctuary in scene, for example, Logan and
Therefore the merit of the novel the hope of destroying it, though Jess, his female companion, dismust lie in the quality of the story- of course he really wants to join guise themselves as robots acting
in a mechanical re-enactment of
telling, and, since Authors Nolan it all the time.
and Johnson are a Utile too hungThis is, then, the whole loss-of- the Battle of Fredericksburg while
up on stark, T.V. script-like de- individuality through automa- Francis, a Sandman who is really
scription and stream-of-conscious- tion bit all over again. Why so Ballard in disguise, pursues them
ness impressions, the novel fails. many people seem to feel that the from the sidelines.
The-story takes place in the year trends of today projected into toAs another example, Washing2116 and the twist which is sup- morrow will reveal a lack of per- ton, D.C. is shown to be a beastposed to make this society worth sonal freedom is quite a mystery infested jungle as a result of acdepicting when we already have to me.
tion in the "Little War" which esmany similar studies is that in
After all, when has individual tablished youth's supremacy.
this one nobody is allowed to live liberty ever been greater than at Scenes like these seem to me
past 21 (the ultimate fulfillment the present time? Why is it any like contrived attempts to create
of today's "youth cult") and less logical to think that people impact merely by use of the
love." The chorus is beautifully people take LSD to relax (What can develop their personalities bizarre
and the unexpected. Real
worded:
can I say?).
more by the leisure timeand high impact is made of sterner stuff,
A massive computer system standard of education which would and real novels depend less on
Your silver streak flashed
Across the tiny door of my eye. called the ''Thinker controls the be characteristic of a technological novelty than on the depth of their
insight.
Compare this to some of the entire country, and everything super-society?
teenage romance songs of the late
fifties and the sense of poetry that
has become a part of rock music
becomes evident.
One final point must be mentioned: the double tracking of
Joe's voice in the choruses emphasizes the meaning of the words,
thus emphasizing the song as a
whole.
Country Joe and the Fish are
an excellent example of a widespread trend in rock. Their influences are many: folk, country &
western, blues, soul, and rhythm
& blues. There are also traces of
raga-roek, "acid-rock" or psychedelic rock (whatever that means!)
and "good-time music" (cf. Lovin'
Spoonful).

But in each case the group takes
over from the older tradition only
its essential structure or mood and
uses it to produce a song that is
entirely its own. The result is
something called modern music
a song by the Fish which bears
only a vague resemblance to its
?

parent.

The theatre of Racine and Corneille became stilted and sterile
because of their slavish devotion
to Aristotelian principles of drama
which were no longer applicable,
if ever they were. Thankfully,
there is no such fear of experimentation in drama, or rock, today.
But there is one disadvantage in
dismissing all principles of drama
or in the separationof today's rock
from its roots. The danger is that
people will forget what the real
stuff is like: don't confuse George
Harrison with Ravi Shankar or
"Death Sound" with "Crossroad
Blues." "Love You To" (Harrison) is raga-ROCK, not a raga.
Some people might say, "So
what if we forget the roots?
What difference does it make as
long as it's good music?" Well,
reproductions are good, but the
originals are preferable. Country
Joe and the Fish play their own
personal music but they are influenced by the music of others. For
this reason, they represent a good
synthesis of innovation and tradi-

The progression of the "love
story" is brought out in the lyrics.
In the first verse, the singer says
"her hair," talking about Grace. tion.
In the second, he says "my
Next week, more on San Franheart." Then, in the third verse, cisco: The Grateful Dead and
he unites the two strands in "our the Jerry Hahn Quintet ?Ed.

Sketches
by
Marcia
Duvall
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LATELY?
By Robert Pomerene

The Botolph Group, 161 Newbury Street, spawn of the rising
faith in the layman. It is not Catholic, necessarily, or Christian,
even, though Catholics sparkle all over its offices. The Group likes
to think it is "in the now"?devoted to helping people find God or
peace or joy in a contemporary setting.
This, at least, was implicit in its original purpose (when the
Group was founded 13 years ago); namely, to provide-promote-devfee contemporary art for churches and religious artifacts.
Its activities, given impetus by director (then and now) Celia
Hubbard, centered around its gallery and shop on Newbury Street,
with occasional forays into consulations on church renovation.
But a "now" group
who remembers the early days today?
The Botolph Group wants to get away from the merely structured
aspects of religious experience away from the static forms that remain from the past. Not to abolish them, but simply to realize that
they are meaningless for many people and to provide alternatives.
and
Freedom; Spontaneity; "If they are having fun, good"
now Boston will see what Botolph can do?Nov. 5, 8 p.m. at the
Boston Tea Party, 53 Berkeley Street. Amid the projected environment of the Tea Party a bread and wine meal, music by Judy Collins, light show by Sister Corita, readings by Daniel Berrigan and
conversation with Harvey Cox will be presented.
Judy Collins is a contemporary singer of music that is an expression of what's happening now. She plays the guitar, writes
music, makes records and is actively involved in the peace move-

.

his first volume of poems, TIME WITHOUT NUMBER, and has
since published three other books of poetry and several volumes
of prose. He is currently teaching at Cornell University in Ithaca,
New York.
Harvey Cox, author of THE SECULAR CITY, is associate professor of Church and Society in the Divinity School of Harvard
University and j-esearch associate of the Harvard University Program on Technology and Society. A frequent speaker on college
campuses, Dr. Cox has published many articles in leading magazines such as Commonweal, Harper's, Playboy, Look, life and
Christian Century. His most recent book, ON NOT LEAVING IT TO
THE SNAKE was just published.
Admission to the Evening is $3.50 and tickets are available at
the Botolph Gallery.
Presently, the Group operates its gallery (with a new exhibit
each month) and religious artifacts shop. Involved in Uturgical renewal, it is also working on opening and closing happenings for the
quadrennial congress of the University Christian' Movement.
Miss Collins was featured alt the Newport Jazz Festival last
summer, has appeared in Carnegie Hall and has just returned
from a concert tour of Japan. She was named one of the 100 American Women of Accomplishment by Harper's Bazaar.

?

?
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ment and civil rights.

,

Sister Corita is an artist and a teacher. She is head of the art
department at Immaculate Heart College in Los Angeles. Her silk
screen prints have been exhibited in galleries and museums throughout the United States and Europe and last year were exhibited in
150 one-woman shows. Sister Corita painted a 40 foot wall for the
Vatican Pavilion of the New York World's Fair, has designed advertisements for Westinghouse and has just finished her first book,
FOOTNOTES AND HEADLINES: a play-pray book. Ben Shahn describes her as "a joyous revolutionary," and she also was named
one of the 100 American Women of Accomplishment by Harper's

Sister Corita

Bazaar.

Daniel Berrigan is the noted Jesuit poet and editor. Active in
peace movements and in civil rights work, his writing accurately
reflects the social concerns that have made him a modern Christian
revolutionary.
Father Berrigan was awarded the Lamont Poetry Award for
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for three or four nights but not

come with us. He was fighting Sydney?a Negro from Alabama?
growling over and over I'm going
to kill you
Then he fought
with Carver's friends?the visitors,
and cut one badly on the arm. He
used anything for a weapon and
ranted about a 45 record he said

...

..

we had stolen: "Epistle to Dippy"

I'm going to kill you all

. ..

We never ganged up on him: we

kept thinking: He must stop. We slept late and then visited
Everyone was finally out in the a friend for a Short time. Everythe one, everyone in the building was
street; some in underwear
police arrived while he was trying
to strangle Carver, Negro him- out on the steps when we returned
self. No drugs; just a madman. ?the landlord had never paid for
Everyone was stitched up at garbage collection, and the basethe police station; it was five in ment was full of it?the building
the morning?John Brown was was condemned, and we were
taken to jail and released two evicted. They let us stay a few
days later. The police didn't days because we hadn't been told
bother to investigate. We had cof- ?and that night we had our last
fee at Tracey's and went to bed dinner to celebrate?with chamagain.
pagne.
?

Judy Collins

